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Executive Summary
Houses of Worship seem ubiquitous in New York City. Yet, many congregations are facing
significant hardships while still providing vital services to the greater community. In some
cases, gentrification is contributing to shrinking congregations, prompting developers to
target existing faith properties, raising property tax bills, and perhaps drawing Department
of Building’s attention to code violations. In other cases, congregations are simply struggling
to pay their bills and maintain their properties because of overall lack of resources and disinvestment. Our studio class worked with Bricks & Mortals (B+M), a membership organization comprised of individuals from both faith-based organizations and the development
community to examine how best to help these organization navigate these difficult circumstances. While policy options differ according to neighborhood conditions, we found that
market-driven real estate development is too limited to be useful to many struggling congregations. Housing development and air rights sales are restricted by market conditions and
location, and may exacerbate gentrification. We also found that landmarking presents a significant burden to houses of worship looking to make physical adaptations.
Our group began by gathering data from a wide variety of sources. First, the Background and
Policy team conducted extensive research on the historical and present-day context of the
relationships between communities of faith and their surrounding neighborhoods. Second,
by combining variables such as tax liens, Department of Buildings violations, and a gentrification metric, the Data Analysis team created a Stressor Index to indicate faith based organizations (FBOs) that are under development pressures and other forms of stress. The team
then identified neighborhoods with high concentrations of congregations under stress, and
members of the studio conducted fieldwork in these neighborhoods. With these “groundtruthing,” results in hand, the Data Analysis Team was able to further refine the Stressor
Index to better measure stress in faith-based organizations and houses of worship
Taking a more qualitative approach, the Survey Design team created a questionnaire that
gauged FBOs’ current conditions and priority needs. The Survey Outreach team was able to
contact more than 300 congregations across New York City; leaders from 35 of these congregations then participated in conversational interviews, largely by Zoom. Drawing on an
analysis of the survey responses, students created two development scenarios. As many
FBOs had neither capacity for, nor interest in, developing affordable housing, we generated
alternative scenarios that B+M might offer to faith members to help them thrive in New York
City. We believe that these scenarios - developing a shared commercial kitchen and forming
a community land trust (CLT) - speak to the needs of faith-based organizations across the
city. Developing shared commercial kitchens re-inscribes FBOs in the broader city-wide
landscape of food security and is mission-consistent with a common (based on our findings)
service that FBOs provide to the community. A shared kitchen can generate revenue and
strengthen community ties beyond the congregation of the host organization, and importantly, is an affordable and scalable development option for many FBOs who own property
in New York. A CLT brings together social, financial, membership, and locational or service
strengths of owner and renter FBOs in a concentrated area to remove a parcel of land from
the market and manage it for faith-based use. Cooperation among FBOs enables them to
persist in the local landscape. We believe that adding these and other non-housing development options to the portfolio of services Bricks + Mortals provides can broaden the organization’s reach and help FBOs to continue providing important spiritual and social services.
Our studio found that FBOs are unique and the neighborhoods in which they are located
have pronounced effects on their circumstances. Our studio’s alternative development scenarios and policy recommendations offer B+M a variety of ways to help FBOs engage their
assets to ensure that faith properties thrive in the challenging real estate environment of
New York City.
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Introduction
&
Background

Introduction
Houses of worship across New York
City are in a precarious position. While
each faces unique and varied challenges, many mainline Protestant and
Catholic congregations are struggling
with aging buildings due to decades of
deferred maintenance, dwindling congregations, and rising real estate costs.1
Meanwhile, other stable or growing
congregations who rent space struggle
to find more permanent places to worship. In many instances member tithes
and donations alone may be insufficient for institutions to fund capital
costs. In New York City especially, the
scale of the financial resources available to a given FBO ranges wildly from
very few assets to large portfolios that

Fig. 1.1 Trinity AME Church in Harlem in
need of repairs. Courtesy of Dana Leventhal.
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include real estate assets all over the
five boroughs. Some congregations
have inherited “legacy capital.” For example, Trinity Episcopal Church received a land grant from the British
Crown in 1705 in what would become
the borough of Manhattan; with the
passage of time and a booming New
York City real estate market, those assets have ballooned and expanded.2 By
contrast, congregations that serve
neighborhoods with recent immigrants
may have very few or no real estate assets, but despite their lack of resources,
they play an invaluable role for their
surrounding communities.

erty and real estate burdens pile
higher, demand for the social services
that faith institutions offer is escalating
to record levels. The ongoing COVID19 pandemic has caused increased
numbers of people to depend on the assistance that houses of worship provide. Faith leaders need real estate, financial, and legal guidance in order to
fully understand what avenues are
available to them. That guidance and
expertise is necessary in order for
houses of worship to stay open for worship and remain mission-consistent.

In recent years, many houses of worship have faced significant pressures
from real estate developers hoping to
acquire their properties as development sites. From 2010 to 2020, there
were 166 houses of worship in the Department of Buildings pipeline being
proposed, permitted for construction,
or completed construction. Of these,
107 (65%) are slated for or have completed a change in use or have been demolished. The most common newly
proposed occupancy was residential,
followed by community facility use,
and then commercial retail. The sale of
faith properties and subsequent dispersal of congregations is a loss felt by
the wider community. According to a
national study conducted by the organization Partners for Sacred Places,
87% of the beneficiaries of community
programs housed in faith buildings are
not members of the religious congregations.3 This shows the dual role that
houses of worship play as community
centers and neighborhood hubs. The
programs that are most frequently
hosted by congregations are ones that
meet the most basic human needs. This
includes food pantries, soup kitchens,
clothing drives, and services for homeless men and women.4 As their prop-

Bricks & Mortals is a grassroots membership organization that provides creative property solutions to houses of
worship in New York City. Made up of
faith-based institutions and representatives of the development sector,
Bricks & Mortals provides resources,
connections, and training in order to
empower congregations to maximize
and monetize their property to support
their mission, benefit the community,
and continue their good work.5 With
their unique combination of physical
infrastructure and robust social networks, religious congregations play a
valuable role in their surrounding
neighborhoods and promote well-being in underserved communities;
Bricks & Mortals recognizes this role
and helps congregations position
themselves to continue to serve their
communities.

Client & Task
Fig. 1.2 Puerta de Paz Evangelical Church
in South Jamaica Queens. Courtesy of
Stephane Pierre.

ment practitioners on projects that
strengthen congregations and neighborhoods. The students in Hunter’s
Spring Planning Studio conducted extensive background research on the
historical and present-day context of
the relationships between communities of faith and their surrounding
neighborhoods. We also built a robust
picture of the current dynamics affecting New York City’s houses of faith, relying on data analysis and visualization, neighborhood-based field work,
and structured interviews with 35 individual faith leaders. Based on our findings, we recommend action steps for
city government officials and the client
organization, including two hypothetical adaptation/development scenarios
for faith properties.

The purpose of this studio project is to
assess New York City congregations’
needs, assets, and aspirations as related to their buildings and real property. The assessment will be used to assist Bricks & Mortals in its work to help
houses of faith manage their assets in
ways that are consistent with their missions, and collaborate with develop-
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of housing..19 Other religious groups
also began to do the same. The Catholic
Sisters of Charity founded St. Vincent’s
Hospital and the New York Foundling
in the mid-1800s.20

As colonization continued and religious interest spurred the Great Awakening, many familiar mainline protestant denominations such as Presbyterians, Baptists, Methodists began to appear.12 By the time the Republic was
founded, the first Amendment guaranteed freedom of religion.13 Faith based
groups also formed benevolent societies to combat social ills. Although
these early groups were focused on religious conversion, some focused on
social issues such as temperance.14 This
spirit of social service would continue
into the next several decades and the
types of services would change.

Background
Faith based organizations are intimately linked to the neighborhoods
that they serve. These organizations
play an active role in shaping the urban
environment through their various
mission driven activities but are also
influenced by the community around
them. Scholars have dubbed this symbiotic relationship “religious ecology.”6
This relationship is dynamic and has
been changing since the beginning of
the settlement of the United States. Local houses of worship continue to serve
as ethnic hubs for new immigrant
groups but those groups have changed
over the centuries. Likewise, churches
continue to adapt new services and
programs to meet the shifting needs of
their local communities, especially in
times of crisis and uncertainty. While
faith based organizations have labored
to provide stability, changing demographics have disrupted the ability of
some organizations to function. However, religious institutions will continue to adapt to meet the challenges of
the day.

Fig. 1.3 Painting of Anne Hutchinson on
trial for heresy at Massachusetts Bay
Colony. Created by Edwin Austin Abbey.
[c1901]. From Wikimedia Commons. https:/
/commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Anne_Hutchinson_on_Trial.jpg

The link between religion and place
was well established in the Western
Hemisphere. Native American groups
in the mid-Atlantic region held beliefs
in Manitous or spirits that were
present in natural features and events,
and their human connection.7 Europeans, many of whom fled persecution,
brought their own unique Christian beliefs to the New World. Many of the enslaved peoples brought by colonists introduced and kept their own systems of
belief that included polytheistic traditions as well as Islamic and Christian
beliefs to North America.8 However,
the desire for free exercise did not
translate into religious pluralism. European settlers felt that it was their

duty to enforce what they felt was the
true religion in their settlements. In the
early New England colonies known as
Bible Commonwealths, scripture was
used to generate laws and punish those
with different beliefs.9 Although efforts
to spread Christianity among slaves existed, many colonists feared that participation in the dominant Christian
religions would lead to emancipation.10
At the same time, cooperation and tolerance was also developing. Dutch settlers in Flushing, Queens defied laws
banning Quakerism in 1645 and authored the Flushing Remonstrance
which demanded the free exercise of
religion from the colonial government.
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The expansion of religious services was
heavily impacted by the turmoil of the
20th Century. By the late 1800s, the
U.S. began to pass a series of racist immigration laws which culminated in a
quota system heavily restricting immigration after the first World War. 21

During the 19th century, the religious
landscape as well as the fabric of the
country was greatly changed by industrialization and immigration. By the
turn of the 20th Century, the U.S. urban population had multiplied 87
times bringing new waves of religious
beliefs into American cities.15 Mirroring the previous era, change brought
conflict. Jewish and Catholic immigrants from Europe arriving in the millions were not initially welcomed. Violence between Protestants and
Catholics occurred in cities like Boston
and Philadelphia.16 During the Civil
War, future President Ulysses S. Grant
issued order No.11 expelling Jewish
Americans from several southern
states. 17
Despite the rapidly changing religious
demographics, faith-based organizations began to provide a greater number of welfare services to urban residents. The years between 1870-1920
were known as the “era of Protestant
Success” due to the expansion of community centered services.18 Groups like
the Ethical Culture Society helped
found the first settlement house in New
York City in 1886 marking American
churches’ involvement in the provision

Fig. 1.4 Jewish New Year worshipers in
New York City. [c1905]. From George
Grantham Bain Collection, Library of Congress, Prints & Photographs Division, LCUSZ62-72436. https://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/2003665472/

Following the Great Depression and
the Second World War, houses of worship were impacted by outcomes of
federal urban policy. Large scale
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projects such as urban renewal and
highway construction displaced many
urban residents from their neighborhoods.22 Contemporaneously, the federal government subsidized the flight
of white residents from urban centers
through FHA and VA mortgage subsidies.23 During the latter half of the century following the 1965 federal immigration reforms, non-European immigration increased significantly and the
gentrification of formerly declining
neighborhoods continued to create
challenging conditions for local houses
of worship.24 25 As a result, many
houses of worship saw significant fluctuations in membership during a time
when the overall population of cities
was shrinking.26 27

to either accommodate the second generation or face the threat of becoming
defunct. Immigrant faith institutions
that decide to adapt often extend services to people outside of initial cultural boundaries. This extension of services redefines the house of worship

English as well as basketball and volleyball teams.30 The parent church,
Chinese Missionary Baptist Church of
New York, caters to Fuzhounese immigrants and provides services in Mandarin. Chinese Missionary Baptist
Church launched New Life Now in
2007.

Social Infrastructure:
Disaster Response, Food
Security, & Beyond

Even in the face of urban decline, faithbased organizations continued to play
a crucial role in acclimating newly arrived immigrants. Houses of worship
in New York City have a long history of
functioning as immigrant service hubs.
That tradition continued after the 1965
federal immigration reforms, when increasing numbers of people from Latin
America, the Caribbean, South Asia,
the Middle East, and Africa immigrated here. Immigrant faith institutions often provide newcomers with a
wide array of survival services including food, clothing, language classes, interpreters,job training and placement,
preparation for citizenship exams, and
guidance about how to navigate unfamiliar educational systems and other
bureaucracies.28 In the life cycle of an
immigrant house of worship, the second generation often integrates and
challenges the first generation. Assimilation of the second generation as well
as a decreasing flow of immigration
from the country of origin are phenomena that can lead to a moment of reckoning for an immigrant congregation.29
Immigrant congregations must decide

Fig. 1.5 Google Maps, 2019. Chinese Missionary Baptist Church. 1:1500. Google
Maps. https://www.google.com/maps/
place/Chinese+Missionary+Baptist+Church/@40.7133373,73.9907136,3a,75y,198.99h,90t/data=!3m7!1e1!3m5!1sPiotSLRMOiaByyiiGR1H1g!2e0!6shttps:%2F%2Fstreetviewpixels-pa.googleapis.com%2Fv1%2Fthumbnail%3Fpanoid%3DPiotSLRMOiaByyiiGR1H1g%26cb_client%3Dsearch.gwsprod.gps%26w%3D86%26h%3D86%26yaw%3
D198.99109%26pitch%3D0%26thumbfov%3D100!7i16384!8i8192!4m5!3m4!1s0x8
9c25a2913e2963d:0xd72d7722481b8aa2!8
m2!3d40.7132505!4d-73.9907416 . Accessed
May 22, 2021.

and congregation. New Life Now in
Manhattan’s Chinatown is a great example of an immigrant church that
adapted the kinds of services it provides in order to attract and retain the
younger, English-speaking, secondgeneration with teen worship service in
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Faith-based organizations play a critical role in the social infrastructure of
New York City. Throughout the city’s
history, houses of worship have consistently stepped up to the plate in times
of crisis. From the COVID-19 pandemic to Hurricane Sandy, 9/11 and
the AIDS crisis, houses of worship exhibit a unique capacity to deliver services during emergencies. This unique
disaster response capacity can be attributed to their dispersed geography
throughout the city, strong existing
community networks, and spatial infrastructure including large, flexible
spaces and kitchens. These faith-based
disaster responses are a natural extension of the daily volunteer work that
houses of worship carry out in order to
serve their surrounding communities.

Fig. 1.6 Food Distribution in South Jamaica,
Queens. Courtesy of Stephane Pierre.

enabled over 62,500 New Yorkers to
receive their first vaccine dose.32 In addition to the vaccine rollout, religious
facilities have hosted community
fridges in order to serve food-insecure
New Yorkers, and have also served as
learning spaces for students who do
not have internet access at home.

Houses of worship have been integral
to relief efforts from the COVID-19
pandemic. As part of the national vaccine rollout, many are operating as
community-based pop-up vaccination
sites. This strategy is intended to ensure fairness and equity in the vaccine
distribution process. The communitybased pop up program in New York
City is specifically designed to reach
underserved communities by prioritizing those who have been hardest hit by
the pandemic, including people of
color and seniors.31 Pop-up sites have

The coronavirus pandemic is hardly
the first time the city’s religious institutions have stepped up in a crisis. In the
wake of Hurricane Sandy in 2012,
houses of worship proved to be even
more effective at distributing emergency supplies than traditional channels of disaster relief. For example,
Reverend Juan Carlos Ruiz, Pastor of
St. Jacobi Lutheran Church in Sunset
Park, agreed to partner with Occupy
Sandy.33 The grassroots rapid response
team used the church as a distribution
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center for emergency supplies such as
candles, flashlights, batteries, blankets,
clothes, and food. Equipped with a motor pool of borrowed cars as well as volunteer construction teams and medical
committees, the Occupy movement
successfully delivered provisions to
residents in hard-hit areas such as the
Rockaways, Red Hook, and Coney Island.34 They were able to do all of this
before FEMA, the National Guard, or
the Red Cross could get their boots on
the ground. Occupy Sandy also set up a
distribution at Church of St. Luke and
St. Matthew in Clinton Hill. By collaborating with faith leaders, Occupy Sandy
not only had access to their large, flexible spaces and kitchens, but also
tapped their strong community network in order to solicit donations of
supplies and recruit volunteers. This
unique capacity to deliver supplies
during emergencies was also evident in
2001, during the aftermath of 9/11. As
a result, the New York Disaster Interfaith Services was created in order to
train faith leaders as first responders.
According to Executive Director Peter
Gudaitis, about 20-25% of New York
City religious leaders have attended
New York Disaster Interfaith Services
training sessions as of 2016.35

AIDS in Manhattan. Restaurants donated prepared meals to the cause.
God’s Love We Deliver was able to increase their scale from 50 meals a week
to 50 meals a day by moving into West
Park Presbyterian Church in 1987.38
The organization has since expanded
its free meal delivery service citywide
and delivered its 25 millionth meal in
2020. In the first three months of the
coronavirus pandemic, God’s Love We
Deliver took on 2,500 new clients.

Fig. 1.7 Church signage supporting the Black
Lives Matter social justice movement. Courtesy of Dana Leventhal.

vided advice, support, and spiritual
counsel to HIV-positive people
throughout the community as well as
to their significant others, friends, and
caretakers.37 The counseling was free
and completely anonymous. Reverend
Cross continued to run the Open Door
program until he retired in 2017. St.
John’s in the Village Episcopal Church
continues to welcome the LGBTQ community and celebrate Pride’s roots in
Greenwich Village. West Park Presbyterian Church on the Upper West Side
supported a meal delivery program for
people living with AIDS by providing
space and a kitchen. God’s Love We
Deliver was founded in 1986 by a hospice volunteer named Ganga Stone.
Volunteers delivered meals daily,
mostly by bicycle, to people living with

During the AIDS crisis, many faith
leaders across New York City stepped
in to provide support and services.
Abyssinian Baptist Church formed an
HIV/AIDS Ministry in order to increase awareness, prevention, and support for HIV prevention, care, and
treatment. Through community outreach, the Abyssinian Baptist Church’s
HIV/AIDS Ministry encouraged the
Harlem community to get tested and
learn more about transmission
modes.36 At St. John’s in the Village
Episcopal Church, Reverend Samuel O.
Cross created a program in 1998 called
the Open Door. The Open Door pro-
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Food insecurity and hunger are perpetual and pervasive issues that affect
New Yorkers on a daily basis. Houses
of worship play a crucial role in New
York City’s food system for people who
are most vulnerable to hunger and food
insecurity. Food pantries and soup
kitchens are the most common community service offered by houses of
worship. A great example of this are
Sikh temples, called gurdwaras, in New
York City such as the Sikh Center of
New York in Queens Village and the
Sikh Cultural Society in Richmond
Hill, Queens. An integral part of
Sikhism is the langar, the community
kitchen where free meals are prepared
and served in order to promote the
Sikh tenet of seva, meaning selfless service. The langar is open to the community at large and not exclusive to gurdwara members. 40 Due to the responsi-

These faith-based disaster responses
are a natural extension of the daily services that houses of worship offer in order to serve their surrounding communities. Throughout our interviews with
faith leaders, they have stressed the
fact that community services are open
to all. This programming is often intended to meet local needs that stretch
far beyond the congregation. According to a national study conducted in
1998 by Partners for Sacred Places,
over 75% of congregations studied use
their older buildings to meet the most
basic human needs through food and
clothing programs.39 According to the
same study, children and youth benefit
from faith-led community programs
more than any other groups. The range
of youth services offered can include
day care, tutoring, summer camps, and
after-school activities that are both
recreational and educational. Families
with two working parents as well as
single parents depend on these programs for safe and convenient childcare. Other services common among
faith institutions which serve the most
vulnerable people include meals and
visitation for homebound seniors, selfhelp meetings such as Alcoholics
Anonymous, services for people experiencing homelessness, shelter for domestic violence survivors, and survival
services for newly arrived immigrants.

Fig. 1.8 Islamic school in Harlem. Courtesy
of Dylan Cepeda.
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Queens. The organization also includes
a soup kitchen serving 700-800 people
per week and distributes food to community residents and churches. Donations are from City Harvest as well as
private donors.
The ongoing coronavirus pandemic has
caused even more dependence on these
services in order to ensure that people
have enough to eat. As of early 2020,
1.2 million New Yorkers were food insecure. As a result of COVID-19, that
number swelled to 1.6 million food insecure New Yorkers.42 Food banks
across the country are not only overwhelmed with new clients, but people
who previously needed food assistance
are growing even more reliant on it. A
shortage of volunteers and social-distancing guidelines have placed tremendous logistical challenges on food
banks and the restaurants, hotels, and
casinos that usually donate to them are
shut down as well.43 School closings
mean that families who used to rely on
free or subsidized school meals no
longer have that support. Houses of
worship such as the Fort Washington
Collegiate Church in Washington

Fig. 1.9 Church run soup kitchen in South
Jamaica, Queens,. Courtesy of Stephane
Pierre.

bility to help others that is deeply entrenched in the Sikh way of life, Sikh
langars are equipped with the physical
infrastructure, expertise, and manpower that is required for mass meal
preparation. Since the onset of the
coronavirus pandemic, food banks
have had difficulty keeping up with demand. Few other places have had such
a seamless transition to emergency
food distribution during the coronavirus pandemic as Sikh gurdwaras.41
Another example of the sheer scale of
food assistance that faith organizations
are capable of is the work being done
by Bishop Alfonzo Brown of the Church
of God in Christ Jesus of the Apostles
Faith in South Jamaica, Queens.
Bishop Brown founded Harding Ford
Vision, Inc., one of the largest food
pantry and distribution sites in South

Figure 1.10 The Golden Tower, also known as
Harmandir Sahib, is a Sihk Gaudwara located
in Amritsar, Punjab, India. From: https://unsplash.com/photos/UsyiZOhJ-WU
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Present Dilemmas: Asset
Management and Managing Without Assets
As we discuss later in this report,
houses of worship facing rising maintenance costs and declining membership
are increasingly turning to property
development to keep their buildings
open and continue their social missions. Real property is an asset that
faith leaders can manage in ways that
generate one-time payments or yearon-year cash flow. Houses of worship
can sell or lease portions of their land
as well as sell their air rights to generate revenue.46 Churches in high density
zoning districts with liberal development rights transfer rules have been
able to monetize air rights. St.
Bartholomew’s church in Midtown
earned $20 million in a recent sale to
corporate buyers.47
A number of FBOs have managed to
monetize their property while preserving some iteration of their worship
space. In Harlem, Bethel Gospel Assembly sold the coveted 5th Avenue
portion of their property to a developer
for $130 million. The development, 5th
on the Park, includes 147 units of market rate condominiums, 47 churchowned affordable units and an 1,800
seat sanctuary for Bethel Gospel Assembly, which the church negotiated.48
This deal has allowed Bethel Gospel
Assembly to stay open, remain mission
consistent, and generate revenue to
sustain their services.

Fig. 1.11 Spanish speaking church under
rennovation in Harlem. Courtesy of Dylan
Cepeda.

Heights have stepped up to alleviate
food insecurity by operating community fridges as well as continuing their
already-existing food assistance services.44 Since rates of food insecurity
are highest in Black and Latinx households, the loss of houses of worship and
the assistance they provide would be
felt disproportionately by those households.45 Faith institutions are uniquely
successful at delivering services for
daily emergencies that the most vulnerable New Yorkers face such as food
insecurity as well as for emergencies
that affect the city at large.

Some FBOs that are struggling financially have relinquished their property
but have stayed mission consistent by
developing affordable housing for vulnerable populations on the sites of
their former buildings. One such example is United Methodist City Society,
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which partnered with affordable housing development firm Bronx Pro Group
and NYC HPD to build a 12 story, 154unit affordable apartment complex for
seniors on the site of the former Trinity
United Methodist Church at 1080
Washington Avenue.49 The complex
also designates 57 units for previously
homeless seniors.

mission to “build a more inclusive
community in the Upper West Side.”51
In addition to the leases West Park
offers to performance art groups, the
church has worked with the city and
community groups to develop a fund
for its restoration, and is working to
galvanize community support for the
consideration of the sale of its air
rights.
Many NYC FBOs do not have the advantages of owning property that they
can monetize. However, regardless of
their lack of assets, these FBOs have
found a way to remain solvent and mission consistent, delivering critical services within their communities with
the resources and social networks that
they have available. One church in
Brooklyn has been temporarily operating out of the garden level of a three
family home. The Pastor currently
rents the building from his siblings.
While he has managed to lead a congregation of 30 in the space for three
years, the pastor has had to navigate
the inevitable regulatory obstacles that
arise when operating a church out of a
residential building. He hopes to move
his church to a larger space that can
better accommodate the service needs
of his community, such as homeless assistance and a food pantry, once his
brother and sister sell the building. Despite the space constraints, the Pastor
has continued to hold religious services
and offer spiritual guidance to congregants in the backyard throughout the
pandemic. When congregants require
services that the current space cannot
accommodate, the Pastor draws on the
network of houses of worship he has
relationships with and refers congregants to these FBOs based on their particular needs.

Fig. 1.12 Competing storefront church and
mosque in Hollis, Queens. Courtesy of
Stephane Pierre.

Other FBOs saddled with building
maintenance costs have come up with
diverse sources of revenue. West Park
Presbyterian Church incorporated a
nonprofit, The Center at West Park, to
manage and lease its space for the performing arts, including dance and music performances in the historic church
space.50 As a nonprofit, The Center at
West Park is eligible for grants for its

rents out large NYC event spaces, such
as Webster Hall, to host their services.
They supplement their Sunday services
with “Dinner Parties” -- remote gatherings where themes and ideas from the
Sunday services are discussed over a
meal at one of the congregants’ houses.
There are no geographic limitations on
or costs associated with these gatherings, as they take place globally and
don’t require any rental fees. In this
way, C3 is able to help instill a sense of
community and cohesion among their
congregants without owning any property. Some congregations without assets or property rely on those with
property resources for space rentals,
sometimes in interfaith partnerships.
For example, during the interview
stage of our research, we encountered a
Staten Island Jewish FBO that has
been renting out their space on a long
term basis from a larger, Christian congregation.
Through our research and interviews
with a variety of NYC FBOs, we learned
how extensive the breadth of relationships they have with their property can
be. To help Bricks & Mortals identify
houses of worship that had precarious
relationships with their property or
were struggling financially, we developed metrics to help us locate FBOs
under stress. A first step in this process
was to engage in analysis and mapping
of data on all faith based properties in
New York City. We then developed an
FBO “stressor index”. The data analysis
section starting on page 34 will highlight our process for determining
which metrics to use, as well as how we
designed our stressor index map.

C3, a Christian congregation founded
in 2013, does not own a building but
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2
Current
Policy
Landscape

ing a new congregation. Thus, from its
inception, the church has had black
rights activist roots and continues to
fulfill its mission to engage “in social
activism”, “progress, and economic
empowerment”, specifically concerning the Harlem community.56 Originally located in Lower Manhattan, the
church gradually moved north to 138th
St. in Harlem following the migration
of the city’s black community. In 1908,
Adam Clayton Powell Sr. became reverend at Abyssinian and ushered in an
era of expansion to keep pace with his
commitment to community service for
Harlem residents. During Reverend
Powell Sr.’s tenure, the church not only
expanded but managed its finances
and increasing costs diligently -- “the
12-year, $60,000 mortgage on the outstanding debt was retired in less than
five years.”57 In 1932, the church completed its purchase of a Harlem property to house seniors, marking the start
of Abyssinian’s property expansion to
help fulfill its community service commitment.

Current
Alternatives
Changing
Congregations,
Changing
Neighborhoods,
Changing Policy
As faith-based organizations respond
to neighborhood change, they must
also contemplate how their responses
will affect the community as a whole.
Local congregations are guided by their
faith missions, which inform their engagement with the outside community.52 These missions vary across a
spectrum, with some congregations
more reserved than others. A few become extremely active; congregations
that follow the Nehemiah model, for
example, take an active role as community development organizations.53
However, as faith institutions begin
leveraging their property assets in response to declining conditions, they
may begin to mimic market behaviors
to secure investments.54 Leveraging
property to generate resources may
benefit a congregation, but it may also
further gentrification and displace
those served by the organization.

As NYC’s black population increased
with the Great Migration, Abyssinian’s
congregation grew to 10,000 in 1944,
becoming “one of the largest and most
influential black churches in America
and one of the largest Protestant
churches in the world.”58 The church
continued to purchase property for
housing, and in 1989 it established a
non-profit, the Abyssinian Development Corporation, to manage its real
estate portfolio and other propertymaintenance related finances.

Case Study
Abyssinian Baptist Church in Harlem
is an example of an FBO that has faced
these issues. Having had a presence in
New York City for over two hundred
years, Abyssinian is considered one of
the first African American churches in
the state.55 The church was founded in
1808 by a group of African Americans
who protested worshipping in segregated NYC Baptist churches by creat-

At the end of the century and into the
early 2000’s, the ADC felt that diversifying the socio-economic demographics of Harlem and drawing more middle class residents to the neighborhood
was a critical step toward economically
empowering the community.59 The
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ADC’s real estate portfolio began to inFor those FBOs that hope to develop
clude more properties slated for midreal estate, it is in their best interest to
dle income housing and chain retail.
make sure they have the professional
Some Harlem locals were concerned
resources and capacity to manage their
that Abyssinian’s real estate expansion
assets. In the case of ADC, its ability to
didn’t benefit long term residents and
manage its finances seemed to diminargued that ADC developments were
ish as its wealth grew. Not long after
instead spurring displacement. In
Abyssinian’s real estate portfolio grew
1999, ADC’s construction of a Pathto its peak at $600 million, the ADC
mark in the neighborhood was met
failed to file its audits with New York
with “opposition from local store ownCity for five years, from 2011-2015. It
ers” who felt the church’s financial
was penalized for its tax delinquency
backing of a major chain was contrary
by Mayor de Blasio and lost $3 million
to Abyssinian’s misworth of city con60
sion. Fast forward
tracts.62 The ADC’s
to 2014 when ADC
difficulty managing
sold and closed the
their finances was
Pathmark, and there
compounded by the
was once again outlosses it suffered due
cry in the neighborto the 2008 financial
hood, this time becrisis and by 2008,
cause the supermar“its financial stateket was one of the
ment showed only $9
few affordable gromillion of unrecery options for
stricted
assets.”63
lower
income
While many FBOs
61
Harlem residents.
may rely on their
ADC’s purchase and
congregations
for
sale of Pathmark is
professional
reemblematic of a
sources, Abyssinian
struggle that many
had the benefit of
FBOs may find themdrawing upon some
selves in if they seek
of the most talented,
to expand their prophigh profile resource
erty to fulfill their
managers in the
economic empowerworld -- Darren
Fig.
2.1
Abyssinian
Baptist
Church
extement service misWalker,
current
sions -- in New York rior. [c1936]. From Schomburg Center for President of the Ford
City, what may seem Research in Black Culture, Photographs Foundation, was the
to foster equity at and Print Division, New York Public LiChief Operating Offione moment may brary. https://digitalcollections.nypl.org/ cer of ADC through
breed gentrification items/628d1e40-f92d-0130-1beathe mid-late 90’s.
the next. Even when 58d385a7bbd0.
Even with its unique
FBOs have the best
access to talented
of intentions, exerting economic influwealth management professionals, at
ence over a neighborhood on such a
times the ADC has still struggled with
large scale can have unforeseen consewealth administration and property
quences that may be difficult for some
management. This points to the imporhouses of worship to manage.
tance of FBOs understanding their ca-
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pacity to manage their assets and to
take inventory of what resources are
available to them before they embark
on large scale development projects.

dle class residents to Harlem was an
important step toward improving the
quality of life for existing residents.
However, HCCI also implemented programs like rental and homeownership
counselling, and the Resident Leadership Council which “helps residents develop the skills and knowledge needed
to effectively negotiate building and
community improvements.”65 With a
coalition that represented a broad
range of voices in Harlem and a variety
of services to meet the needs of their
diverse base of congregants, HCCI’s redevelopment effort may have been
more comprehensive than ADC’s,
pointing to the benefit of FBOs working
collaboratively on property decisions.

It is notable that the ADC mostly pursued their real estate projects as the
sole congregation involved in numerous multi-million dollar partnerships
with developers. As such, they didn’t
have the advantage of pooling their assets with other FBOs to minimize the
financial burden on each congregation.
Maybe more importantly, the ADC did
not have the benefit of input from other
congregations whose perspectives
might have helped them make more inclusive and holistic development decisions.

Through their successes and challenges, congregations like Abyssinian
Baptist Church and the members of
HCCI regularly make choices about
real estate, either pertaining to their
own property or in pursuit of new
projects. These property decisions are
made within the context of an evolving
array of local policies governing New
York City’s built environment. This
section explores that policy landscape
and reflects on the choices that faith
organizations are making within it.

FBOs with limited financial resources
that hope to take on more ambitious
development plans while remaining
mission consistent should consider
building a coalition with other likeminded congregations in and around
their communities. In 1986, as Harlem
faced dire social, health and economic
issues stemming from decades long
systemic racism and government neglect, a number of uptown Manhattan
congregations decided to collaboratively address the rampant poverty in
the neighborhood. They formed
Harlem Congregations for Community
Improvement (HCCI), a non profit
“coalition of more than 90 inter-faith
congregations dedicated to the physical, economic, and cultural revitalization” of the Bradhurst section of
Harlem.64 Since its founding, HCCI has
focused on economically empowering
Harlem residents. It has pursued this
goal by developing market rate and
affordable housing in Bradhurst, but
also by providing critical community
services that aim to redress gentrification and displacement. Like the ADC,
HCCI believed that drawing more mid-

Air Rights Transfer
In New York City, the Zoning Resolution regulates both the type and intensity of land use.66 The basic unit of the
Zoning Resolution is the zoning lot
which is assigned to each tract of
land.67 These may be coterminous with
tax lots but can also be merged or divided independently as long as they
meet the requirements of the zoning
districts they fall within.68 These districts contain bulk and use regulations.
69
Transferable Development Rights
(TDR), also known as air rights, are the
difference between the maximum al-
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lowable floor area or bulk and the existing floor area on a zoning lot.70 71
New York City’s Zoning Resolution allows air rights to be transferred in
three different ways: Zoning Lot Mergers, Historic District Transfers, and
Special District Transfers.72 73 74

to the developer of 845 United Nations
Plaza through a ZLM to raise $10 million which they put in a trust fund in
order to secure the future of the
church.81 Zoning lot mergers redistribute density within the same block,
preventing the burdens of development from being unevenly distributed.82

The sale of air rights is one possible
revenue stream for churches in the face
of increasing maintenance costs and
shrinking congregations. However,
this choice is tempered by site location
and is not a feasible policy choice for all
faith-based organizations to pursue. If
a church is located in a high-density
area where there is demand for new development, it may be able to sell its unused development rights to the owners
of a nearby lot. Air rights can sell from
40-60% of the value of actual land in a
strong market.75 76 Churches can use
the proceeds from the sales to further
their missions in various ways from
funding renovations to repair their
buildings, creating endowments for
their future, or funding mission-consistent programming.

Historic district transfers were created
to support New York City’s landmark
legislation. Landmarks that are not
built to the maximum allowable floor
area are prohibited from taking advantage of this space as a result of their
designation. In order to provide financial relief to property owners to ensure
the maintenance of newly designated
landmarks, new regulations were origi-

Houses of worship have taken advantage of all forms of development rights
transfers. Zoning Lot mergers are the
original incarnation of the TDR and
were developed in the original 1916
New York City Zoning resolution.77
This type of transfer allows contiguous
zoning lots to be merged on the same
block. 78 This happens as of right with
no planning review. The lots can be
owned by different parties as long as a
Zoning Lot Development Agreement is
filed with the Department of Finance. 79
These are the most common forms of
TDRs consisting of 90% of all transfers
between 2003 and 2011.80 Some
churches have taken advantage of the
increasing real estate prices in New
York City. The Holy Family Catholic
Church was able to sell their air rights

Fig. 2.2 New residential construction on the
site of a former Korean Church at 37-46
72nd Street adjacent to a mosque in Jackson
Heights, Queens. Courtesy of Paul
Burkholder.
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tion.87
Special districts are purpose designed
districts with varying rules for accomplishing urban design goals.88 While
transfers within some special districts
are allowed as of right, rules can vary
and the creation of a special district requires the initiation of the expensive
ULURP
process.89
Landmarked
churches within valuable central business districts would benefit from the
ability to transfer development rights
to sites around the city especially if
neighboring buildings have already
been built near or at their maximum
FAR. As a result, large faith-based organizations have pushed local leaders
to support similar mechanisms in recent rezonings. In 2012, Mayor
Bloomberg proposed a plan to revitalize the East Midtown Business district
by relaxing zoning restrictions to rebuild aging office buildings and attract
large firms.90 The Archdiocese of New
York which stood to benefit from the
sale of 1.1 million sq. ft of development
rights paid $320,000 in lobbyists to
push for the second plan.91 The rezoning allows landmarked buildings to sell
air rights to any lot within the 78block.92 City Council passed the rezoning in 2017 with air rights rules benefitting large churches.93

Fig. 2.3 Description of the combined zoning
lot at 37-46 72nd Street. The renting mosque
was not a participant in the lot merger.
From Automated City Register Information
System (ACRIS).

nally issued in 1968 which increased
the flexibility of TDRs.83 The resulting
policy increased the demand and price
of TDRs by expanding the pool of potential buyers.84 This allowed development rights to be transferred from a
historically designated property to another site across an intersection rather
than just an adjacent property. St.
Thomas Episcopal Church in Midtown
was able to transfer their air rights 500
ft down 53rd Street, allowing for a supertall tower to rise over 1000 feet. 85
However, the use of TDRs as a method
of regulatory relief was a calculated
method to ward off the legal challenges
from owners of Grand Central Station.86 These air rights deals must include maintenance plans for historic
properties and are still limited by loca-

Despite the desire to monetize transferable development rights, they may
not be universally beneficial. Since the
most common transfers, Zoning Lot
Mergers, occur as of right, community
critics argue that the lack of public review creates an unfair burden on communities by allowing for the development of out of scale buildings.94 Under
a normal process, these buildings
would trigger the ULURP process and
community members would be able to
provide public comments.95 Contrarily,
supporters believe that the strict con-
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trol of air rights transfers prevent zoning districts from reaching their maximum potential zoning density.96 Studies of liberalized air rights transfers in
other cities have observed that the increased speculation can drive up housing prices, potentially accelerating the
neighborhood change houses of worship are struggling to keep pace with. A
study of the deregulation of transferable development rights in Taiwan
found that this policy resulted in
higher priced apartments being developed as well as increasing the price of
nearby housing.97

grants or government support, but remain fundamentally within the control
of the congregation. Real estate development necessarily involves relinquishing autonomy of the membership
over its space to at least some degree.
Congregations may deem this loss of
control to be outweighed by the benefits. But they should familiarize their
membership with that loss of control –
and be realistic about what the benefits
may be.99
There are three major paths for a congregation to initiate development: sell,
act independently, work with a partner.100

Housing Development
In confronting the challenges of religious property stewardship, many congregations have generated income
through partnerships with market-rate
developers. Following the successful,
pioneering partnership of CitiCorp and
St. Peter’s Church in Midtown Manhattan, congregations like Shaare Zedek
on the Upper West Side see such partnerships as a promising opportunity to
rectify otherwise insurmountable challenges of finance or maintenance.98

Sell: This scenario is the simplest, and
includes a cash infusion at the outset.
However, the loss of autonomy is absolute: Besides a restrictive covenant on
the land to ensure the new owner
builds affordable housing, the congregation has no authority over any aspect
of the project, even whether it is completed. 101 There is no continued access
to a revenue stream from the property.
If the development site was the congregation’s only property, its access to the
property will depend on the fragility of
a rental or condominium agreement.
In a variation on this scenario, the congregation might retain nominal ownership while leasing the property to the
developer via a long-term ground
lease.

But market-rate development can contribute to rising local costs of living and
gentrification; it also gives congregations a one-time windfall payment in
exchange for a permanent loss of congregational and community space.
Many congregations are looking to
affordable housing as an alternative to
market-rate real estate development.
Is affordable housing a better solution?

Partnership: A public, private forprofit, or private non-profit partnership makes it possible for a congregation to get the benefits of expertise
while maintaining some rights. Under
a site development agreement, the
partner developer would control the
project for a period of time and retain a
fee, while the congregation retains legal ownership. The parameters of the
project would be determined in negoti-

This question is the subject of some
controversy. Real estate development
is an expensive, complicated endeavor,
which congregations cannot engage in
by themselves. Many congregational
social services are augmented by
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ation with the partner.102

these developments, on average, serve
a higher-income tenant base than their
non-profit counterparts – because they
are driven by a profit motive.109

Act independently: This scenario can
work when the congregation has an extensive history in social services, and
already has a non-profit, community
development wing. This organizational
infrastructure will help the congregation make the jump to housing.103 In
this case the congregation’s development arm would oversee all aspects of
development.104 Even in such a scenario, there are limits to the congregation’s autonomy. No matter what,
structural constraints on the affordable
housing industry will affect your
project.

Meanwhile, in a metropolitan area that
is highly vulnerable to gentrification,
even subsidized housing can help tip a
neighborhood. Organizers and elected
officials are already raising the alarm
about a major faith-based project in
East New York, where the Christian
Cultural Center plans to build an “urban village,” with 2,100 affordable
apartments, on an underutilized lot.112
However, the targeted incomes will
range from 30% to 130% of the Area
Median Income – even though the median income in East New York is about
40% AMI. Councilmember Inez Barron
expressed her skepticism to the New
York Times: “I think that housing in
East New York should be affordable to
the people that live in East New
York…We don’t have a significant
amount of people that live at 130 percent of area median income.” While the
pastor of Christian Cultural Center expects to mitigate gentrification, research shows that the project may do
the opposite.113

If a congregation prefers to choose a
non-profit
partner,
they
may find a partner who is willing to incorporate resident governance or community-based social services, as well as
renting at tighter margins or even at a
loss. However, despite some differing
incentives, many non-profit housing
provisioners engage in business practices similar to those of for-profit developers and landlords, including eviction, steep rent increases, and slum
conditions.110

The Affordable Housing
Development Process
Affordable housing development is
fundamentally similar to conventional
real estate development. The hard facts
of development are the same: the cost
of labor, materials and, if applicable,
land (total development costs, or TDC)
are objectively high (one of the biggest
variables is whether workers are receiving the prevailing wage). In order
to pay for the TDC, every private real
estate development is financed
through a combination of debt and equity. The search for lenders is similar
whether or not the development is
affordable: banks will lend if they feel
confident that the development will
carry a net operating income (NOI)
consistent enough, and with a large
enough margin, that amortized payments will be made every year. Thus,
they will control various terms of the
project by setting conditions during the
underwriting process, with the objective of minimizing risk. Equity is secured for market-rate developments
through a search for investors, or with
the developer’s capital reserves. For
affordable housing, equity is generally

Fig. 2.4 New Hope Spring Grove Downtown Baptist Church located on the ground
floor of The Robeson on Lenox, an affordable housing development. Courtesy of
Dana Leventhal.

secured via a layered mix of sources,
principally through the sale of tax credits (LIHTC), as well as through grants,
etc. Each of these additional equity
sources may also have their own conditions for the development. Because development is highly leveraged through
other people’s money, it is very difficult
to control the particulars of the project,
such as the size of units, starting rents,
annual rent increases, and the composition of tenants.105
The majority of affordable housing development today is undertaken by forprofit developers.106 HPD’s list of prequalified representatives is populated
mostly with for-profit developers, including those like Brisa Builders,
which specializes in faith-based
projects. 107 108 According to ANHD,
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There is a growing number of opportunities for assistance. HPD is developing
resources specifically to coordinate development with congregations. Programs like New York Land Opportunity
Program (NYLOP), run by LISC, are piloting congregational partnerships.
Yet, in the Bronx, despite support from
NYLOP, Evangelical Church Disciples
of Christ still found itself feeling hoodwinked. It made nearly $3 million dollars on a sale to an affordable developer
(Brisa Builders, one of HPD’s pre-qualified developers), expecting to buy back
the ground floor community facility
space after construction – but the congreg
ation’s contributions to the
construction budget depleted all the
funds. Meanwhile, promises of expansive church facility space, and a theater, disappeared, while the church
found itself with a surprise monthly
condo maintenance fee.111 Congregations that do not have strong memberbased professional expertise are not yet
adequately supported in making good
development choices. Bricks & Mortals’ interventions are much needed in
this context.

While pitfalls exist, some congregations have established reliable partnerships and successfully developed
affordable housing that meets existing
local needs. In 2020, The Northeastern
Conference (NEC) of the Seventh Day
Adventists finished construction on a
new low-income senior housing complex in Jamaica, Queens, built in partnership with the non-profit, missiondriven developer Fifth Avenue Committee (FAC). According to Michelle de
la Uz of FAC, the NEC reached out
when Mayor de Blasio’s Zoning for
Quality Affordability (ZQA) program
made it feasible to develop affordable
housing on parking lots. The new development has 159-units of senior
housing, for seniors earning less than
50%of Area Median Income (AMI). All
of the units will have Section 8 rental
assistance subsidies, and 56 of the
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units are set aside for formerly homeless individuals.114 115 116 While the development was never a congregational
meeting space, and will not serve as
one in the future, it serves as a good example of how FBOs can successfully
navigate the affordable housing
process with the support of a reliable,
mission-driven partner.

York City Landmarks Preservation
Commission was created in 1965 in response to the threats against secular
structures and neighborhoods such as
Pennsylvania Station and the Brooklyn
Heights neighborhood.120 121 Unlike federal and state landmark designation,
New York City’s landmarks preservation laws impose strict land use controls on designated buildings, districts,
or scenic landscapes.122 123 Landmarks
can be designated against the wishes of
the property owners and once designated, owners must receive Landmarks
Preservation Commission approval before any major physical changes are
made.124 Property owners are obligated
to preserve their landmark in the condition at the time of designation but
can seek relief from the LPC. A certificate of appropriateness can be obtained to proceed with legal additions
or demolitions.125 Local landmarking

Landmarking
Landmarks are historic or culturally
significant elements of the built environment and are especially abundant
in older urban areas.117 Landmark legislation has enabled governments at all
levels to designate worthy sites for
preservation.118 Major pieces of landmark legislation were inspired by the
destruction brought upon cities by
large scale government projects and
economic disinvestment.119 The New

Fig. 2.5 Landmarked First Corinthian Baptist Church in Harlem undergoing repairs.
Courtesy of Dylan Cepeda
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laws allow for the preservation of important urban sites.

of church adaptation. An analysis of
church and zoning conflicts in New
York City found that altering the land
use of religious buildings tended to upset residential neighbors fearful of
detrimental changes to their community.130 The West Park Presbyterian
Church on the Upper West Side of
Manhattan was targeted in a successful
landmarking campaign by neighborhood residents in an attempt to prevent the redevelopment of the site.
Faith based organizations have argued
for decades that landmark legislation
impacts their First Amendment right
to exercise religion.131 In 1982, the
Committee of Religious Leaders in the
City of New York attacked landmark
law on the grounds that preservation of
architecture would cause religious
efforts to take a second place to architectural preservation.132 Although it is
possible to argue a hardship exception,
a review of legal cases reveals that the
Courts have not given houses of worship broad exceptions to landmark regulations.133

Simultaneously, landmark laws also
present unique challenges for houses
of worship caused by the dual demands
of aging buildings and shifting neighborhood demographics. Although
some faith-based organizations can use
landmark status to boost viability, for
many established denominations the
postwar period was defined by suburbanization, declining church attendance, and an increase in immigrants
of new faiths which reduced revenues
and support.126 127 Yet, in the face of
these challenges, houses of worship
continued to provide valuable social
services in response to the urban crises
of the late 20th century. The maintenance needs of aging buildings also
consumed the stressed budgets of local
institutions. In a study of over 100
churches built before 1940, congregations reported spending ⅓ of their income on average to maintain their
buildings.128 These factors have left
many property-owning faith institutions in a poor position to comply with
the physical maintenance requirements of strict local landmarking laws.

In response to these challenges, the
preservation community has made resources available to help churches successfully navigate the landmark experience. The New York Landmarks Conservancy, a local non-profit dedicated
to preserving and advocating on behalf
of landmarks, established the Sacred
Sites Program in 1986 to offer grants to
landmarked houses of worship.134 At
the national level, the Partners for Sacred Places, a non-sectarian group with
the goal of keeping historic congregations vibrant, partners with the National Trust for Historic Preservation
to provide funding for capital projects
and consulting.135 These groups help
build collaboration and work together
to reduce barriers to adaptive re-use
while also paying homage to the architecture of houses of worship.

Unfortunately, landmarking laws do
not help preserve the important community and spiritual aspects of houses
of worship. The physical maintenance
requirements of strict local landmarking laws, like New York City’s, adds additional financial burdens to resource
strapped congregations, threatening
their survival. The maintenance of
unique features such as domes can run
into the hundreds of thousands of dollars.129 Additionally, strict regulation
requiring LPC approval adds an additional barrier to re-use in that no proposal is guaranteed approval since the
process is discretionary. Landmark
laws also provide tools for opponents
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Data
Analysis

offer more specificity than larger
geographies. Moreover, NTAs offer the
ability to use historical census data to
measure
demographic
and
socioeconomic changes over time,
which was important to our analysis of
neighborhood change over time.
However, it is important to note that
neighborhoods are often informally
defined within formalized geographies,
and different sources will use different
definitions to delineate them. So, the
criterion used to create NTAs led to
combinations of neighborhoods that
may not be historically recognized. 1 3 6

Data Analysis
The purpose of conducting both qualitative and quantitative research was to
triangulate different research methods
to produce a more comprehensive understanding of the situations and needs
of faith-based organizations (FBOs) in
New York City. The quantitative data
analysis was based on Bricks & Mortals’ religious properties dataset derived from MapPluto release 20v6, as
well as other datasets from the Department of Budlings (DOB), the Department of Finance (DOF), Housing Perseveration and Development (HPD),
the Landmark Preservation Commission (LPC), and the Urban Displacement Project (UDP).

Concurrent to the creation of the Stressor Index and ground-truthing, a survey outreach and design team created a
thorough set of interview questions
and was able to contact more than 200
FBOs, of which 35 participated in
hourlong interviews, mostly via Zoom.
These interviews provided valuable insight into the pressures that faithbased organizations are facing, how
they would like to address them, and
the services they provide to the community.

Analysis of multiple datasets ultimately informed the creation of a
Stressor Index, which aimed to identify
highly stressed FBOs in all five boroughs. Using this index, the Data Analysis Team found large concentrations
of FBOs classified as highly stressed in
Central Harlem South (Manhattan)
Melrose South/Mott Haven North
(The Bronx), Stuyvesant Heights
(Brooklyn), Hollis (Queens), and West
New
Brighton/New
Brighton/St.
George (Staten Island). Groundtruthing teams then traveled to these
areas to observe and document FBOs
and their surrounding neighborhoods.

▪

Historic District & Landmarks

▪

Landmark Violations (Open & Total)

the DOF sells an owners’ lien debt (the
amount owed) to an authorized buyer.
A lien servicing company, on behalf of
the buyer, can then add more fees and
interest to the debt. This can cause an
additional financial strain to already
struggling FBOs. Not only does this
make paying off their debt harder and
lead to property foreclosure, but can
make FBOs more vulnerable to private
developers who are willing to pay off
the properties’ debt.137

In this section, we explain each of these
variables and provide maps showing
their prevalence among faith properties in New York City. In the following
section, we outline how we built the
Stressor Index, which is a composite
measure of FBO vulnerability to financial hardship and associated risk of closure. Further details about the scoring
of each indicator is available in the appendix.

There can be as many as four conditions that qualify a property for a lien
sale, but for most FBOs that own their
property, they can be eligible for the
lien sale if they owe a minimum of
$1,000 dollars in debt that is at least a
year overdue. Although, this can differ
if the owner’s property has multiple
land uses. There can be as many as four
conditions that qualify a property for a
lien sale. The DOF will then provide at
least four notices (90-day, 60-day, 30-

Tax Lien Sale
When a property owner does not pay
property taxes, water bills, and/or
other charges associated with their
property for a legally specified period
of time, the unpaid charges become tax
liens that may be sold each year by the
NYC Department of Finance (DOF) in
a tax lien sale. A tax lien sale is when

Indicators of FBO Stress
Public datasets contain a variety of
variables that can be used as indicators
of the health or vulnerability of religious properties and the communities
attached to them. The variables we examined and mapped are:

To conduct the neighborhood analysis,
the geographic scale used was 2010
Neighborhood
Tabulation
Areas
(NTAs), which is an aggregation of
census tracts to neighborhood-like
areas created by the NYC Department
of City Planning. NTAs offer a more
statistically reliable geography than
smaller geographies (i.e., census
blocks, census tracts) that experience
higher levels of sampling error and
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▪

Tax Liens (Number of Notices & 2020
Tax Lien Sale Pool)

▪

DOB Violations (Open & Total)

▪

DOB ECB/OATH Violations (Open &
Total)

▪

Vacate Orders

▪

Gentrification Index

Fig. 3.1. Percent of all FBOs that Qualified for a Lien Sale since 2019
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day, 10-day) before a lien debt attributed to a property is sold.

cate order is in effect depends on the
severity of the problem and how soon
an unsafe condition is corrected. Violating a vacate order can result in initial fines of $5,000 or $10,000 for subsequent offenses. However, only six
FBO properties registered by MapPluto
received a vacate order since 2012, so
this indicator affects very few FBOs. In
addition, all vacate orders attributed to
these six properties have no rescind
dates, so the unsafe conditions were
never corrected.138

Figure 3.1 is a map illustrating the percent of all religious properties in each
NTA that have qualified for a lien sale
since 2019, overlayed with religious
properties that have either qualified for
a lien sale (0-4 notices) or have had a
lien debt sold and qualify for another
lien sale (5-9 notices). The map shows
a large swath of neighborhoods in
southeast and central Brooklyn, along
with some other notable areas in upper
Manhattan, southeast queens, and
northern Staten Island.

DOB Violations
The Department of Buildings (DOB)
inspectors issue DOB violations when
property or construction does not comply with the construction codes, NYC
Zoning Resolution, or other applicable
laws and rules. Open violations can delay new or amended Certificates of Occupancy and Letters of Completion, delay selling or refinancing, and lead to

Vacate Orders
The NYC Department of Buildings
(DOB) may issue a vacate order to ensure public safety from damaged buildings, illegal conditions, or dangerous
conditions that may exist on or near
the property. The amount of time a va-

Fig. 3.2. Percent of Congregations with DOB Violations
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civil penalties depending on the violation.139

of FBOs with at least one total DOB violation, but a lower percentage of FBOs
with at least one open violation, suggesting they may have received more
violations, but have the ability to pay
them off.

Figure 3.2 shows the percentage of
FBOs in each NTA that has had at least
one DOB violation (total) compared to
the percentage of churches in each
NTA that has at least one open DOB violation (open). These maps were created by dividing the raw count of FBOs
with at least one DOB violation (open
and total) by the total number of FBOs
in the NTA, multiplied by 100. The
Data Analysis team did this to normalize the data so NTAs can be compared
with one another, seeing as certain
NTAs have more FBOs and therefore
may have more FBOs with DOB violations. A comparison between open and
total DOB violations is necessary to understand the context behind FBOs that
may have legacy DOB violations, and
the means to correct them. For example, neighborhoods in lower Manhattan appear to have a higher percentage

ECB/OATH Violations
Environmental Control Board (ECB),
which is a division of the NYC Office of
Administrative Trial and Hearings
(OATH), has inspectors issue a notice
of violation when property or construction doesn’t comply with the construction codes, NYC zoning resolution, or
other applicable law and rules.
OATH violations can be issued in three
classes of violations: Class 1 (Immediately Hazardous), Class 2 (Major), and
Class 3 (Lesser). Owners who receive
an OATH violation must resolve the
problem and issue a Certificate of Correction on or before the “cure date”. If

Fig. 3.3. Percent of Congregations with ECB/OATH Violations
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they fail to do so, they can attend a
hearing regarding the violations, or
they will have to pay a penalty.140

FBOs with ECB/OATH violations.

Figure 3.3 shows the percentage of
FBOs in each NTA that has had at least
one ECB/OATH Violation (total) compared to the percentage of FBOs in
each NTA that has at least one open
ECB/OATH violation (open). These
maps were created by dividing the raw
count of FBOs with at least one ECB Violation (open and total) by the total
number of FBOs in each NTA, multiplied by 100. The Data Analysis team
did this to normalize the data so NTAs
can be compared with one another,
seeing as certain NTAs have more
FBOs and therefore may have more

The data on gentrification comes from
the Urban displacement Project
(UDP), a research project out of UC
Berkeley, that:

eas categorized as “low-income areas
that are not losing low-income households” due to their neighborhood characteristics persisting over time, while
the most vulnerable were low-income
areas that are experiencing “Ongoing
Gentrification” based on the possibility
of increased land and property speculation. For the higher income tracts,
the most vulnerable classification is
“Advanced Gentrification,” which are
areas that are post-gentrification, but
are still moderate-income tracts. The
least vulnerable tracts are classified as
“Super Gentrification or Exclusion,”
which are areas that have historically
received high levels of investment, thus
resulting in higher property values,
and have not undergone significant
neighborhood change.

Level of Gentrification:

“aims to understand and describe the nature of gentrification, displacement, and
exclusion, and also to generate knowledge on how policy interventions and investment can respond and support more
equitable development.”141

The data categorizes each census tract
into one of eight gentrification, displacement, and exclusion categories.
The categories consider a variety of
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Using this data, we were able to analyze
the neighborhood conditions related to
gentrification and displacement for
FBOs throughout NYC. Based on
UDP’s typology, NYC FBOs are disproportionately located in low-income areas. Approximately 60 percent of FBOs
are located in low-income tracts, with
nearly two-thirds of these FBOs (38
percent) being located in tracts experiencing ongoing displacement, gentrification, or at risk of gentrification. This
further supports the idea that losing
FBOs could be detrimental to historically disenfranchised communities
where they reside.

variables including household income,
housing affordability, educational attainment, racial demographics, change
in median real rent, and change in median value for owner-occupied homes
(See Figure 3.4).
This dataset served as a proxy for measuring neighborhood change, or the
lack thereof, in various neighborhoods
across NYC. In order to include this
dataset in the Stressor Index, the scoring classification was assigned by using
both census tract income level and
UDP’s typologies for neighborhood
change, with FBOs in lower income
census tracts generally being scored
higher than FBOs in higher income
census tracts. While the typologies representing the most significant levels of
neighborhood change were scored
higher than census tracts experiencing
lower levels of neighborhood change.

Historic District and Landmark
Status:
Having a building landmarked signifies
that it provides a cultural, historical, or
aesthetic value, and often has
additional restrictions placed on the
building to maintain historical
significance.
Both
individually
landmarked buildings and historic
district buildings need to have the

For the low-income tracts, those considered least vulnerable to the pressures of neighborhood change are ar-
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Landmarks Preservation Committee
(LPC) approve of any “alteration,
reconstruction, demolition, or new
construction affecting the designated
building” and the regulatory process is
the same for both types of buildings.142

recognized in NYC may be subject to
more stress, because they are given
fewer resources and support.

A historic district and/or landmark
designation may cause an increased
economic burden to congregations
already suffering from dwindling
membership and revenue, and
properties needing extensive repair. In
addition to the extra effort and costs
for property owners, it adds additional
hurdles and costs to developers who
may want to work with these
structures. Even though the regulatory
process is the same for historic districts
and individual landmarks, most
historic districts are also included in
the National Register of Historic Places
and are eligible to receive more aid.
Thus, individual landmarks only

The LPC issue landmark violations to
ensure that owners of landmarked
properties comply with the Landmark
Law. The main objective of LPC
enforcement efforts is to have
violations corrected and to protect
landmark sites. So, there are usually
two grace periods, once after a
Warning Letter is issued and a second
one after a Summons, for owners to
correct violations without any financial
penalty.

Landmark Violations (Open and
Total):

Most
landmark
violations
are
complaint driven and come when
owners do not obtain a permit from the
LPC before undertaking exterior or

interior work on the property or do not
keep their property in a condition of
good repair.143 Most FBOs institutions
that are landmarked do not have
landmark violations. Only five FBOs
have had LPC violation since 2014,
with only two having active violations.

periencing based on the indicators described in the previous section. The
goal of the Stressor Index is to identify
FBOs that:
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The neighborhood/community may
be at risk of losing.

▪

FBOs that are going through financial
hardship.

▪

FBOs that are having difficulties with
property maintenance.

Each indicator is scored based on a 0to-10-point system and the final score
for each religious property is based on
the sum of scores from each individual
indicator. The Stressor Index scored
5,641 religious properties, all of which
were properties that have a “M” building class in MapPluto. Based on the
scoring criteria, the highest possible
score for an individual religious property is 115, while the lowest possible
score is zero. The highest score
recorded from an individual religious
property is 83. A scoring breakdown
for each indicator is included in the
appendix.

Stressor Index
The Stressor Index is a composite measure, designed to assess the potential
amount of stress, or financial and
property pressure, FBOs might be ex-

Fig. 3.6. FBOs that are individually landmarked or located within a Historic District.

▪

Fig. 3.7 Stressor Index Score Distribution (total)
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The average stressor score for a religious property is 16.4, while the median is 14. Even though the mean and
median are close, the distribution is
positively skewed, with the distribution
containing a significant number of outliers. This shows that they are significant number of religious properties
that scored very highly, in comparison
to the rest of the distribution under our
scoring criteria. Please see table.. for
the distribution and statistical overview.

Index identified Flushing, Queens as
an NTA with a high concentration of
stressed congregations, the faith
properties we examined there actually
seemed relatively healthy. As a result,
we adjusted the Stressor Index to
emphasize tax liens more heavily,
changed the DOB and ECB/OATH
violations scoring metric to divide
open/total, and averaged open DOB
and ECB violations by borough
categorized by up to three standard
deviations (see Appendix A). Under the
adjusted index, Hollis was identified as
the Queens NTA with the most heavily
stressed faith properties.

If a FBOs stressor score is greater than
one standard deviation from the mean
(greater than 27) it is classified as a
highly stressed FBO. This informed a
neighborhood-level
analysis
that
involved
looking
closer
at
neighborhoods
with
large
concentrations of highly stressed FBOs
using quantitative data and qualitative
ground-truthing.

To better visualize the Stressor Index
and to serve as a tool for groundtruthing, the Data Analysis Team
created an interactive CARTO map
(Figure 3.8) that displays the stressor
index scores for each FBO in the Bricks
& Mortals Database. Users can zoom in
and out on, click on individual FBO’s to
see more details, and tailor the map to
show a specific range of index scores.
Therefore, Bricks & Mortals can use
this interactive map to further target
internal outreach efforts. For example,

Closer
examination
of
the
neighborhoods identified through the
initial Stressor Index measure then
influenced adjustments to the Stressor
Index. For example, while the initial

Fig. 3.8 CARTO Map, which displays the individual FBO’s stressor index scores.
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Fig. 3.9. Shows the precentage of FBO’s in each NTA that has a Stressor Index
Score greater than or equal to 27.

they could target congregations with
extremely high stressor index scores.

Neighborhood

of resources and disinvestment. A
neighborhood-level analysis was done
to better understand the linkages between the measured stressors of individual FBOs in the Stressor Index and
the areas in which they are located.

Analysis

The experiences and priorities of FBOs
are highly variable and are informed by
multiple factors. Two noticeable factors that shape the experiences and
priorities of FBOs are where they are
located and the types of communities
they serve. There are several different
neighborhood dynamics that cause
FBOs to experience stress. In some
cases (as in Stuyvesant Heights and
Harlem) gentrification is contributing
to shrinking congregations, prompting
developers to target existing faith
properties, raising property tax bills,
and perhaps drawing DOB’s attention
to code violations. In other cases (as in
Hollis) congregations are simply struggling to pay their bills and maintain
their properties because of overall lack

The neighborhood analysis further investigates one neighborhood in each
borough that featured a large concentration of considerably stressed FBOs
as measured by the Stressor Index. The
neighborhoods selected for more intensive analysis meet the following criteria:
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▪

A high percentage of FBOs that scored
over one standard deviation above the
mean stressor score of 16.4,

▪

In a NTA that had more than nine
FBOs that scored over one standard
deviation above the mean stressor
score.

The neighborhoods were then analyzed
using Census data from the American
Community Survey (ACS) and empirical research conducted by groundtruthing
teams.
Ground-truthing
teams were instructed to visit each of
the highly stressed neighborhoods and
observe their physical characteristics
and context surrounding them. This included streetscapes, façade conditions,
lot size, construction, surrounding infrastructure, etc. Ground-truthing
teams reported their findings to the entire studio class.

percentage share of the population by 0.16%; the Black or African-American
population dropped by -2.0% and lost
a percentage share of 2.28%. The Asian
population, however, grew by 22.2%,
accounting for a growth in population
share of 1.67%. During these years, the
median household income in Brooklyn
increased by 38.3% and the median
housing value increased by 25.5%. In
Stuyvesant Heights, the median household income increased by 59.8% and
the median housing value increased by
67.2% - much more significant changes
than seen in the borough broadly.144

Brooklyn

Stuyvesant Heights had an average total stressor score of 38.81 when looking
at the most stressed congregations, one
standard deviation above the mean.
The NTA had a relatively high proportion of congregations that had open
DOB violations to total DOB violations.
In addition, Stuyvesant had a high gentrification score, with an average of
8.62. This means that a majority of
congregations are At Risk of Gentrification or experiencing Ongoing Displacement of Low-Income Households.
Ground-Truthing in Stuyvesant
Heights
Stuyvesant Heights is a primarily residential neighborhood that contains a
few commercial corridors, and is
bounded by busy transit corridors and
a few small parks. Most of the neighborhood, although it is not consistent
in appearance from North to South,
consists of low-rise apartments,
brownstones (occupied by single families or, more commonly, subdivided
into apartments), and row houses.
Most residential buildings in the
neighborhood are between two and 4
stories tall, except for some taller
buildings along busier streets. Some

Brooklyn’s population grew 5% between 2010 and 2019. During that
time, Stuyvesant Heights (BK35) experienced a 14.4% population growth. In
this neighborhood, the White population grew by 117.9% and experienced
an 8.88% change in the percentage
share of the population. Meanwhile,
the Black or African American population decreased by 3.1% but saw a
makeup percentage drop of -11.79%. As
compared to Brooklyn overall, these
percent changes are drastic. Throughout the borough, the White population
grew by 4.6% but decreased in their
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areas of Stuyvesant
Heights have existing light manufacturing structures,
most of which have
been converted to
other uses, including places of worship.
Located within the
neighborhood is a
portion of the Bedford
Stuyvesant/
Stuyvesant Heights
Historic
District.
The district was
designated by the
NYC
Landmarks
and
Preservation
Commission
in
2013 to preserve the neo-Grec, Queen
Anne, Romanesque Revival and Renaissance Revival styles of the late 19th
century, when the neighborhood was
developed.

Fig. 3.10 Photo from Stuyvesant Heights,
courtesy of Patrick Abelein.

single levels of residential buildings.
Some structures that were indicated to
be high stress appeared in good physical condition, but our research on the
ground was based on the facades we
could see.

The classification of “At Risk of Gentrification” or “Experiencing Ongoing
Displacement of Low-Income Households” is perceptible throughout the
neighborhood. Signs of gentrification
like newly constructed buildings of 5+
stories, construction fencing, and new
boutique retail and restaurants are noticeable. The eastern part of the neighborhood shows more of these signs as
investment has moved from east to
west from the Brooklyn waterfront
over the preceding decades.

Others clearly fit the bill of a congregation under stress. At least one of the
buildings visited has already been converted from a HOW to a different community use. Another shows signs of dilapidation such as graffiti and a damaged entry way. Another was fortified
by green plywood with smashed
stained glass windows and deteriorated remnants of old signage. Several
high stressed HOWs are located adjacent to NYCHA properties in the northwest corner of the neighborhood, The
Sumner Houses and Roosevelt Houses
I & II.

Brooklyn is “the borough of churches,”
yet there is no single architectural style
that predominates among religious
structures in the neighborhood of
Stuyvesant Heights. We observed
churches and other houses of worship
as standalone structures (both large
and small), occupying storefronts or

Our mapping and data analysis has led
us to the conclusion that Stuyvesant
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Heights is under stress, and that
certain houses of faith are particularly
vulnerable to economic duress,
gentrification and displacement, or
building maintenance and building
code violations. Many of the religious
buildings marked as high-stress are
attached to schools, which could mean
that the NYC Department of Buildings
may inspect the building for safety
reasons and impose fines more than
the average residential building.
Additionally, many HOWs sit next to
empty lots, indicating development
potential for these sites.

(3.44%) showing a greater than one
percent change. During this time, the
median household income in the Bronx
increased by 17.0% and the median
housing value increased by 4.8%. In
Melrose South – Mott Haven North,
the median household income increased by 26.7% and the median
housing value increased by 14.5%. 145
Faith-based organizations in Melrose
had an average total value of 38.72 on
the Stressor Index. Due to the high
ECB/OATH proportion between open
and total ECB/OATH violations, Melrose congregations had an average
ECB/OATH score of 7.1. Melrose did
not have any high scoring congregations that were landmarked or within a
historic district, but they did have an
average of 9 for the gentrification variable.

Bronx

Ground-Truthing in Melrose
The Melrose neighborhood in the
Bronx is one of the poorest in the city.
Community District 1, which also includes Mott Haven, has a poverty rate
more than double the city as a whole. It
is 95% Black and Latino.146
It ranked highly on the stressor index
due to a high number of total and open
Department of Buildings violations,
and the label “at-risk of gentrification”
on the gentrification index.

Between 2010 and 2019, the population in the Bronx increased by 5.1%. In
Melrose South – Mott Haven North
(BX34) it increased by 19.0%. Within
this neighborhood, the White population dropped 17.3% while the Black or
African American population increased by 12.6% and the Hispanic or
Latino population grew by 15.0%. This
translated to a -6.74%, -2.03%, and 2.29% change in population share, respectively. In the borough as a whole,
the demographic percentage makeup
remained essentially unchanged, with
only the Hispanic or Latino population

Melrose was hit hard by the devastation of the arson and disinvestment of
the 1970’s. In the early 1990’s, the Melrose Commons urban renewal area, 30
square blocks at the heart of the neighborhood, between Third Avenue and
Courtlandt Avenue, was the subject of
sustained community organizing for
equitable development. Much of the
built environment which dates from
the past thirty years is thanks to this
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relatively successful engagement between city and community.147

seems like a very well-attended church.
The St. Anselm and St. Roch Catholic
Church (68 Tinton Ave) is a magnificent Byzantine structure with a dome
and a beautifully detailed tiled facade.
It is on the National Register of Historic Places. A recent $5 million renovation was funded by a merger with another parish.148 Around the corner is
Iglesia Evangelica Discipulos de Cristo
(692 Union Ave). It meets in the basement unit of a townhouse. It is party to
an ongoing dispute with an affordable
housing developer.

The Melrose built environment is a mix
of mostly subsidized housing developments of varying typology. It has many
1990’s era subsidized apartment complexes. It also contains several NYCHA
complexes (making up close to onequarter of rental units in the community district), including the Morrisania
Air Rights Complex, built at the relatively late date of 1981. The Melrose
Court Complex and Concourse Village
are both condominium developments.
Via Verde is a recent award-winning
sustainable affordable housing development.

The empty lot at 378 E. 156 St was once
the Greater Victory Baptist Church,
which was active until at least 2014.
The property is now being developed
by Fountain House, Inc., a non-profit
organization which does mental health
services.

The ground truthing visit revealed that
of the 12 addresses on the stressor index, five had either already been demolished or were slated for demolition.
Others varied in their apparent state of
upkeep -- some were beautiful, some
run down. Besides the buildings on the
list, there were many churches in
different settings (storefront, groundfloor residential, converted warehouse). Most appeared to be predominantly Spanish-speaking. One church
was operating a fairly large food pantry
at the time of the ground truthing visit.
A volunteer said they had been running
it for 27 years.

Christian Federation Ministries on 3rd
Ave, built in 1931, seemed like it could
probably use renovations. I couldn't
tell how active it is. The lot next door is
owned by an LLC.
Three lots on E. 151 St -- 272, 290, and
292, E. 151 St -- are all currently vacant
or slated for demolition. They were all
previously owned by the Our Lady of
Pity Catholic Church, but were decommissioned and sold by the Archdiocese
in 2017, along with three other Bronx
churches.149

851 Prospect Ave is on a wide commercial street and was in active use as recently as 2007 . It was built as a theater
in 1910 . The Abundant Life Tabernacle
apparently only owned it for about six
years before it was sold in the tax lien
sale. It is now owned by an LLC.

Deeper Life Bible Church, at 213 E. 144
St, was ranked highest on the stressor
index due to several dozen violations.
It looks more like an apartment building than a traditional church building,
though it is not listed as having any residential units. It does appear to be an
active church, but the building is in a
state of advanced disrepair and potentially even partial collapse.

The Bronx Spanish Evangelical Church
(796 E. 156 St) runs a weekly food
pantry in its parking lot. The congregation was founded in 1941 and the building is a former Lutheran Church. It
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Down the street from Yankee Stadium
and one subway stop away from
Manhattan, Melrose is geographically
vulnerable to hyper-gentrification.
While there are indeed some new
ventures in market-rate development,
since much of the area was redeveloped
as a community-involved urban
renewal area, it is not highly vulnerable
to lots of new-build gentrification.
However, churches, which were not
arson targets in the 70s, could be some
of
the
more
attractive
new
development sites.

Fig. 3.14 St. Anselm and St. Roch Catholic Church. Courtesy of Avi Garelick.

truthing results from Flushing are included first, followed by our results
from Hollis. Flushing is a gentrifying
neighborhood in which congregations
appear to be holding their own,
whereas Hollis is a struggling neighborhood. Our research suggests that
faith properties in Hollis are more
likely than those in Flushing to close,
leaving vulnerable residents with fewer
community resources.

Queens
Fig. 3.12 Bronx Spanish Evangelical Church.
Courtesy of Avi Garelick.

Fig. 3.11 Deeper Life Bible Church. Courtesy of Avi Garelick.

Fig. 3.13 Former Aundant Life Tabernacle
Church. Courtesy of Avi Garelick.
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Between 2010 and 2019, the total population in Queens increased by 4.0%.
The White population decreased by 7.7% while the Asian population increased by 15.0% and the Hispanic or
Latino population increased by 8.2%.
This led to percent changes of population shares of -4.83%, 2.43%, and
1.07%, respectively. In Hollis (QN07),
the total population changed by 7.4%.
The White population dropped by
10.8% while the Asian population grew

As noted above, the first iteration of
our Stressor Index identified Flushing
as Queens’ most highly stressed NTA.
After our adjustments to the index,
Hollis claimed this status. Our ground-
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by 17.7%. Further, the Hispanic or
Latino population dropped by -4.3%
and the Black or African American
population grew by 2.8%. However,
only the Asian population experienced
a growth in population makeup
(1.33%). The percentage share of White
residents decreased by -1.07%, Black or
African American residents by -2.86%,
and Hispanic or Latino residents by 1.19%. In Queens, the median household income grew by 24.2% between
2010 and 2019 while the median housing value increased by 13.5%. Those
same years, the median household income in Hollis increased by only 8.6%
and the median housing value by only
6.4%. 150

Generally, the FBOs in this part of
Flushing appeared decently maintained and many of those that were on
the first iteration of our stressor index
did not look any different or stand out
from the FBOs not on our index. The
only FBO on the stressor index that did
not maintain its building is because
their property was sold for private development. The sale of these buildings
is also a testament to the climate of recent and ongoing development of new
residential projects in Downtown
Flushing. Many of these projects are
luxury housing that is not short of a demand especially among oversea buyers, primarily from China due to the allure of having ownership of a property
forever. As compared to China where
property ownership has to be renewed
every 70 years, and the land itself is
owned by the government.

High stressed faith-based organizations in Hollis had a high stressor score
with an average of 37.6. The NTA had
an average score of 6.4 for the ECB proportion (open to total) and an average
score of 8 for the DOB violation proportion (open to total). None of the
highly stressed FBOs were in historic
districts or individually landmarked.
Hollis had a lower gentrification score
than other highly stressed neighborhoods, with an average score of 4.4.
Hollis did have a higher tax lien score
of 4.6, which contributed to the stressor index.

Chinese, English, and Spanish.
Flushing initially scored high in the
first iteration of the stressor index because of gentrification and a large
number of legacy FBOs that accumulated violations. While gentrification is
visible in the area, some FBOs in
Flushing that scored high on the stressor index had very few visible signs of
disrepair or distress. These observations contributed to the data analysis
team changing the way FBOs are
scored in the second iteration, by placing less emphasis on total violations.
Ground-Truthing in Hollis
After updaing the Stressor Index, the
largest neighborhood cluster of FBOs
that scored highly on our stressor index in the borough of Queens was the
Hollis NTA. Hollis contains mostly single- and two-family detached residences, with the majority of FBOs located along or just outside one of three
major commercial corridors: Jamaica
Avenue, Farmers Blvd, and Hollis Avenue. The streetscapes are moderately
active along the commercial corridors,
with the most activity being seen on Jamaica Avenue. The remaining corridors were less active and were mainly
dominated by car travel. A Sunday
morning visit offered a chance to observe many church goers being
dropped off by For-Hire Vehicles, or
finding available street parking in their
personal vehicles.

Linden Hill. As the team entered a
more suburban area north of 33rd Avenue and East of Union Street, they began to notice a number of FBOs on
larger lots. In the Linden Hill subsection of Flushing, large parts of the
neighborhood are zoned R2A, a contextual zoning district intended to preserve height limits and often characterized by detached single-family homes.
On the street-level, the FBOs here appeared less stressed, less obviously in
need of repair, and many of them were
housed in newer buildings with ample
on-site parking.

Ground-Truthing in Flushing
Flushing was home to a cluster of FBOs
that earned the highest score in Queens
on the first iteration of the stressor index. The ground truthing team began
their observations in the Downtown
area, walking north along Main Street
from the 7 train station to St. George’s
Episcopal Church, which occupies half
of an entire city block. Main Street is
one of Flushing’s major commercial
corridors, and this church sits among a
dense concentration of businesses

Fig. 3.15 - 3.17 Flushing ground-truthing images courtesy of Larissa Ho.

small and large. St. George’s, founded
in 1704, with its current main building
constructed in 1854, was the most
prominent older FBO we observed in
this area. The structure and its contrasting surroundings reveal the social
and architectural shifts throughout
Flushing’s history.
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There was also some evidence of buildings transferring from one religion to
another, and across Flushing, there
were signs that FBOs have made concentrated efforts to engage diverse
communities. There were signs of
properties in multiple languages like in
the case of the Flushing Quaker Meeting House, and at St. George’s Episcopal, where Sunday mass is offered in

Hollis contains a diverse agglomeration of FBOs with varying architectural
styles. The diverse assortment of FBOs
in the area reflects the demographic
composition of the neighborhood. As
you walk through most of the neighborhood, you notice it has a large black
population, and a large share of foreign-born residents being of Afro- and
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Indo-Caribbean descent. This not only
ties into the large number of FBOs being, Baptist, Pentecostal, and Muslim
in the area, but also explains the large
number of FBOs having French names.
During their hours of worship, you can
hear echoes of the French language
from the street. This shows that these
FBOs directly serve and identify with
the community. Being able to connect
with the community allows FBOs to become not only trusted places of worship, but vital community resources to
neighborhood residents. This is already true in the case of Masjid ‘Eesa
ibn Maryam (the Jesus, Son of Mary
Mosque) located in Hollis, which focuses on community services and
leverages their property to allow for
community recreation.

storefronts that lined the commercial
corridors, with some having large lot
sizes that take up a large portions of the
blockfront, while other storefront
HOWs fit directly within the
commercial context.
The Jamaica Avenue corridor is located in the northwest section of the
neighborhood, and contains the most
heterogeneous mix of building types in
Hollis. These styles range from storefront churches to standalone structures that featured both colonial and
modern designs.
The Hollis Avenue corridor is located
on the southeast section and has the
largest cluster of storefront FBOs in the
neighborhood, many of which are not
included in B & M’s religious properties database. Many of these storefront
HOWs were placed one after the other
in a quarter-mile radius, and many of
the smaller storefront HOWs remained
closed and gated late Sunday morning
during their day of worship . These closures could have been a result of pandemic-related restrictions on capacity
that make it difficult for smaller HOWs
to host in-person
service, in addition to reduced
service hours that
limit their hours
of operation and
that don’t align
with their traditional listed hours
of service.

Most standalone houses of worship in
Hollis were embedded within the more
residential
sections
of
the
neighborhood or just outside of the
commercial corridors. They were
mostly Dutch colonial style buildings,
with some being adjacent to damaged
Colonial
Revival
Houses.
The
remaining
HOWs
were
mostly

A portion of the
Farmers Blvd corridor was located
Fig. 3.18 Source:
Masjid ‘Eesa Website, https://www
.masjideesa.org/
programs
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Fig. 3.19 Shows two French-speaking churches, Eglise de Dieu Unisson-Nous (left) and Beraca SDA
French Church (right) located in Hollis. Courtsey of Stephane Pierre.

on the southwest section of the neighborhood and had a high vacancy rate of
storefront commercial properties, with
multiple buildings crumbling or in a
state of disrepair. The HOWs that
scored as high-stressed in this area
were storefronts, with one being a
crumbling vacant property, and the
others remaining closed during their
listed hours of operation.

stress had asset could be leveraged to
further help their missions, community, and self-preservation.

Hollis was an important case study because it shed light on the meaning and
implications of the Stressor Index: (1)
religious properties that have previously been or are currently eligible for
a tax lien sale are FBOs that communities are most at risk of losing. (2) FBOs
that are currently expanding are highly
susceptible to DOB and other construction violations, but this does not mean
they are under any significant stress
(see the Masjid ‘Eesa Ibn Maryam Expansion Project image). In addition,
many of the FBOs that scored as high-
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relatively lower average stressor score
for open to total ECB/OATH violations
(4.72), but a higher average score for
open to total DOB violation (7.27). In
addition, there were three congregations that were either landmarked or
within a historic district. The NTA had
a higher average gentrification score of
7, experiencing advanced gentrification.

Staten Island

Ground-Truthing in St.George
The largest cluster of FBO’s that scored
highly on our stressor index in Staten
Island were in the St. George
neighborhood. One of the most
noticeable things about St.George is its
topography; it is very hilly. Victory
Boulevard
has
the
largest
concentration
of
commercial
properties (1) along the St. George
walking route. There are a number of
businesses with Spanish storefront
signs(2) across the street from and
flanking 109 Victory Boulevard (First
United Christian Church). Businesses
along this corridor include a taqueria, a
party supply store, a South Asian
grocery store, nail salons, among
others. First United Christian Church
is in a low-rise building, similar in size
and architecture to its surrounding
buildings. At the end of Victory
Boulevard stands Mt. Sinai United
Christian Church(3). Mt. Sinai’s large,
detached lot space is a common feature
of many of the FBO’s along this
walking route. Almost all the FBO’s in
St. George that scored highly on our
stressor index are fairly old-looking,
detached, with few to no commercial
properties in their vicinity(4). All
appear to be in good physical
condition.

Fig. 3.20 Shows the First United Methodist Church (left) and the neighboring Colonial Revival
House (right). Courtesy of Stephane Pierre.

Fig. 3.21 Houses of Worship that qualified for a Tax Lien Sale since 2019. Courtsey of Stephane
Pierre.

Fig. 3.22 Masjid ‘Eesa Ibn Maryam Expansion
Project. Curtosey of Stephane Pierre.
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The total population grew by 2.5% in
Staten Island between 2010 and 2019.
During those years, the White population grew 0.3% but saw a decrease in
population share of -1.63%. The Black
or African American population grew
by 5.1% and experienced an increase in
population share of 0.26%. The Asian
population increased by 24.9% and
grew its population share by 1.67%.
The Hispanic or Latino population
grew by 15.8% and experienced an increase of 2.13% in its population share.
In West New Brighton – New Brighton
– St. George (SI22), the total population grew 1.3%. The White population
increased by 15.7% and saw an increase
in percentage makeup of 5.89%; the
Hispanic or Latino population grew by
9.1% and saw an increase in percentage
makeup of 2.38%. Across Staten Island, the median household income
grew by 16.5% and the median housing
value grew by 9.3%. In West New
Brighton – New Brighton – St. George,
the median household income and median housing value both increased by
11.9%. 151

Walking toward St. Marks Place, closer
to the waterfront, the neighborhood
seems wealthier. There are many large,

West New Brighton had an average
stressor index score of 35.6. It had a
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Victorian-looking, detached houses(5).
Some have ornate, well maintained
front yards; balconies; and porches.
Many of the houses in the
neighborhood sit on hills and are
accessible to street-level by long, steep
staircases(6). As you walk through St.
George, you find yourself traipsing up
and down steep streets and elevated
sidewalks. Besides First United
Christian Church, the FBO’s along this
route are quite large and contain
multiple structures.
St. George offered a glimpse of the
stark contrast between a storefront/
converted apartment church -- First
United Christian Church -- and older,
more traditional detached churches. It
was striking how much First United
Christian Church blended in with its
commercial surroundings along Victory Boulevard, the symbiotic relationship of the church and its neighbors almost palpable. The larger, detached
churches were almost like self-contained campuses; their size and elaborate ornamentation implied a large
presence that may extend beyond the
adjacent sidewalks, but they still somehow felt isolated from the denser parts
of the neighborhood. ACS data suggests that St. George’s Latino population is increasing, and the neighborhood’s median income is decreasing.
There may be a role for the detached
churches in the area to counterbalance
their physical isolation from communities by targeting their community service programs to the lower income
parts of St.George, maybe even partnering with local immigrant owned
businesses on economic development
projects that are mutually beneficial.

Fig. 3.23 - 3.28 St. George groundtruthing images. Courtesy of Max Marinoff.

Manhattan

In Manhattan, the population grew by
3.1% between 2010 and 2019. The borough saw a 12.6% increase in its Asian
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population, resulting in a 1.03%
change in population share. Central
Harlem South (MN11) saw a much
larger increase in total population:
13.5%. In these years, the White population grew by 69.7%, accounting for a
9.56% change in population share. The
Asian population also experienced
growth (41.4%), resulting in a 1.19%
change in population makeup. Meanwhile, the Black or African American
population decreased by -4.6%, leading
to a -9.66% change in population
share. In the entire borough, the median household income increased by
33.2% and the median housing value
increased by 19.7%. In Central Harlem
South, the median household income
increased by 49.3% and the median
housing value increased by 50.2%.152

districts and landmarked, contributing
to the higher score. In addition, higher
stressed congregations in this NTA experienced more tax lien notices and a
higher gentrification value. The proportion of open to total DOB Violations
scored higher than other NTAs, with an
average score of 7.13. The proportion of
open to total ECB/OATH violations
also scored higher, with an average
score of 7.47. Central Harlem South
was also the only NTA that had highly
stressed congregations receive vacate
orders, as the other NTAs that the Data
Analysis Team examined had none.
Ground-Truthing in Central
Harlem South
Harlem is an example of a neighborhood in flux. The houses of worship in
the neighborhood are in various states
of repair and reflect this liminal state.
Our stressor index indicates that the
neighborhood is under threat. Histori-

Central Harlem South’s average stressor index score for highly stressed congregations was 42.35. There were several congregations that were in historic

Fig. 3.29 Masjid Malcolm Shabazz. Courtesy of Dylan Cepeda .
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cally, Harlem has been a bastion of the
African American community in New
York City, but several other groups
lived in the area prior to their settlement. Additionally Harlem is now undergoing another shift as gentrification
is in full swing.

a 10% increase in the white population
in Harlem below 125th Street and a
10% decrease in the Black population.
This change is accompanied by small
increases in Asian and Hispanic populations. The substantial number of retail vacancies along the main commercial corridor 125th Street may be a signifier of gentrification and changing
consumer preferences. Today, the congregation at Ephesus 7th Day Adventist
is feeling the pressures of both the demographic changes in the neighborhood and the burden of occupying an
aging building in
need of repairs. According to Senior
Pastor Dedrick L.
Blue, church membership has shrunk
from its 1970s and
1980s peak. Now,
most of the congregation drives into
Harlem from the
South Bronx in order to worship on
Sundays.

Several of the large, traditional
churches identified as stressed in
Harlem were built in the mid-late 19th
century by German or Dutch congregations. Then, when the Great Migration
began in the 1910s, African Americans
in the South migrated North in
search of political
and economic opportunities.
As
Black
families
moved to industrial
cities in the North,
they brought their
faith with them.
During this time,
Black churches in
the North assumed
the responsibility of
connecting
newcomers from the
Houses of worship
South to basic
throughout Harlem
needs such as housrarely blend in with
ing, food, and emtheir surroundings.
Fig.
3.30
Greater
Metropolitan
Baptist
ployment.
During
They are either monChurch. Curtesey of Dana Leventhal.
the 1920s and 30s,
umental
historic
the Black population in Harlem continstructures sitting on large lots or
ued to grow and Black churches folsmaller houses of worship that seem
lowed their members to Harlem. Some
out of place in the context of towering
Black congregations found space in the
new residential developments. With
old Dutch or German houses of worthe exception of some storefront
ship. Examples of this include Greater
churches such as Emmaus House, EmMetropolitan Baptist Church at 147
manuel Church for All People, and the
West 123rd Street, originally built in
Soul Saving Station, most of the faith
1897 as a German Evangelical
buildings in Harlem are purpose-built
Lutheran Church, and Ephesus 7th
for worship. They are ornate with deDay Adventist Church, built in 1886 as
tailed exterior architectural features on
the Reformed Low Dutch Church.
larger lots such as Masjid Malcolm
Shabazz and St. Martin's Episcopal
Within the past decade, there has been
Church. Except for the occasional
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steeple or dome, they tend to be similar
in height to neighboring row houses.
However, not all churches are larger
structures. Emmaus House is located
in a row house and the Emmanuel
Church for all people is located in a
storefront. The houses of worship are
in various states of repair. From the exterior, many appear to be in good condition such as the Mount Morris Ascension church overlooking Marcus
Garvey Park. Others, like St. Martin's
Episcopal Church and First Corinthian
Baptist are undergoing repairs and
some appear to be in poor shape such
as the First Church of the Illumination.
Houses of worship on major commercial avenues may be in danger or being
sold. The Baptist Temple church on
116th street, which has undergone
large amounts of mixed-use development, was demolished. No parking fa-

cilities were observed for these
churches. The only faith based organizations that appeared to speak any
other languages were the Harlem Community Islamic Center and the 2 Spanish speaking churches on 110th street.

Survey Results
The survey design team and interview
recruitment team worked side by side
in order to reach as many religious
groups as possible, and for the transition from recruitment to actual interviewing to be as seamless as possible.
Working together allowed the recruitment team to be transparent early on
as it was established that at its core, the
survey would be designed to be conversational, and meant to learn about
different organizations’ relation to

their spaces. It was understood from
the beginning that the main purpose of
these surveys was not to draw conclusions about faith-based organizations
(FBOs) in NYC as a whole, especially
due to the limited sample size. However, we used our survey findings to
learn the various stories and dynamics
that exist among FBOs in order to
think of possible solutions that can
help FBOs thrive in NYC. We also
wanted our survey findings to help determine how B+M can be best positioned to deliver those solutions effectively. The following section discusses
the survey design and outreach
process, as well as results from the interviews.

connections, exploring their relationships to other houses of worship, nonprofit organizations, as well as their
openness to working with legal and
real estate professionals that can assist
them with issues surrounding their
buildings. Third, we assessed how the
congregation might perceive, and potentially pursue different real estate
and building strategies to persevere,
including their receptivity to specific
development options such as affordable housing.
The survey is designed to capture both
qualitative and quantitative data, by
asking questions regarding the demographic backgrounds of the FBOs’
members, followed by questions regarding space, and finally their ideas
and sentiments regarding various possible solutions to the issues they face.
(The full interview script can be found
in our appendices.)

Survey Design

Fig. 3.31 Ephesus 7th Day Adventist. Curtesey of Dana Leventhal.
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We created an interview protocol, followed by a survey draft to reflect what
Bricks & Mortals is interested in learning. These learning goals can be placed
into three categories. First, we focused
on demography and experiences, unpacking the unique character and
needs of each FBO, and gaining a sense
of the FBOs’ largest pressure points in
relationship to their real estate holdings and buildings. Second, we asked
questions about the congregations’

We targeted questions about potential
sustaining strategies to FBOs based on
their needs: we aimed to ask relevant
questions to faith leaders based on if
they rent or own their space, and their
unique spatial issues and needs.

Survey Outreach
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In an effort to understand the complex
and varied landscape in which (FBOs)
operate across New York City, we
sought to contact congregations with
already existing quantitative data
(from B+M’s pre-existing database), as
well as those left out of traditional data
collection. Our work contacting
congregations
involved
both
identifying
unique
FBOs,
and
arranging for their participation in our
conversational interviews.

contacts to tell them about our
research. We identified and contacted
these FBOs using the B+M database, as
well as alternative research methods,
including but not limited to
GoogleMaps, Yelp, mosque directory
websites, religious student groups at
CUNY, and our own personal networks
and knowledge of various NYC
neighborhoods.
We knew that we would unfortunately
have difficulty reaching contacts who
spoke limited to no English. To account
for this, we provided our introduction,
and offered to conduct interviews in
Spanish, but were unable to make even
initial contact with some congregations
because
of
language
barriers.
Additional challenges to scheduling
and conducting interviews included
patchy quantitative data in our initial
outreach such as limited available
contact information (i.e. only one
phone number listed, or only a
Facebook page); difficulties explaining
the nature of our survey and gaining
the trust of faith leaders; hard-to-trace

Our outreach involved multiple steps
to ensure contact with as varied a
sample as possible. We purposefully
cast a wide net, reaching out to 50 or
more organizations per borough and
aiming to speak with a diverse range of
FBOs in terms of religion, languages
spoken,
and
their
spatial
arrangements. First we compiled a list
of FBOs to contact, tracking important
information such as whether they were
already known to the client. At the
same time, we created a standard
written and oral communication
method for speaking with religious

or invisible real estate circumstances
such as informal, or formal-but renting
relationships between FBOs and
landlords; no-shows or technological
difficulties at interview appointments.
All of these difficulties may have also
contributed to response bias, where
those more technologically savvy or
with English speaking faith leadership
are the FBOs more likely to have
responded to us. FBOs with full time
staff are also more likely to have
responded, along with the implicit
capacity of organizations to speak with
us because they are not as stressed as
those who were not available.

traditionally prominent Christian
groups, we reached out to dozens of
different faiths and denominations.
These religious groups included, but
were not limited to: Anglican,
Armenian Apostolic, Baha’i, Baptist,
Buddhist, Catholic, Congregational,
Conservative
Jewish,
Episcopal,
Ethiopian
Orthodox,
Evangelical
Gospel Assembly, Greek Orthodox,
Haredi Jewish, Hindu, Jehovah’s
Witness,
Lutheran,
Methodist,
Moravian,
Orthodox
Jewish,
Pentecostal, Presbyterian, Quaker,
Reformed, Reform Jewish, Seventhday Adventist, Shi’ite Muslim, Sikh,
Sufi Muslim, Sunni Muslim, Taoist,
and United Church of Christ

New York City contains a multitude of
different faith communities and
despite our best efforts to speak with as
wide a range of FBOs as possible, the
challenges discussed above limited the
extent of our outreach and thereby the
number of FBOs we were able to
interview. As mentioned previously,
although we conducted some outreach
in Spanish as well as several times in
Mandarin, on at least five occasions we
knowingly were unable to explain more
about our research due to language
barriers. It is also likely that there were
times when language barriers were less
clearly present, but still hindered our
efforts to interview faith leaders.
Similarly, despite a concentrated effort
to reach out to dozens of mosques
across the city, in the end we were only
able to interview four Muslim FBOs.

Many of the FBOs we reached out to
conduct services in different languages,
and their faith communities mirror the
vast linguistic diversity of New York
City. Some of the languages spoken
within faith communities we reached
out to include: Albanian, Amharic,
Arabic, Armenian, Bengali, Bukhori,
Cantonese, Dari, French, Georgian,
Greek, Hebrew, Hindi, Italian, Khmer,
Korean, Mandarin, Punjabi, Russian,
Spanish, Thai, Urdu, Vietnamese,
Wolof, Yiddish. Though we were unable to schedule interviews with FBOs
where every single one of these language communities is represented, we
did speak with the majority of those
listed above.

Findings

Of the 312 total FBOs we attempted to
contact, 85 were located in Manhattan,
57 in Queens, 56 in Brooklyn, another
56 in Staten Island, 46 in the Bronx,
and 12 were religious student groups at
CUNY. In keeping with our aim to
speak with a diverse range of FBOs, as
well as the client’s desire to expand
their network further beyond mainline
Protestant
churches
and
other
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Demographics. Our team conducted
a total number of 35 interviews. Of this
total, 11 FBOs were located in Manhattan, 7 were each in Queens, Brooklyn,
and Staten Island, and 2 were in the
Bronx. One additional FBO did not
have a set location and had changing
venues. There was variation in the faith
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and denominations of the respondents
with Christian (62.9%) being the most
common followed by Jewish (14.3%),
Muslim (11.4%), and Buddhist (5.7%).
There was also representation from the
Hindu (2.9%), and Baha’i (2.9%)
faiths.

aged in their 40’s and 50’s (23.5%).
Comparing congregation age to FBO
status as owner or renter of their space
it is found that most renting FBOs have
a congregation composed of young
families (40%), opposed to 4.2% for
owning FBOs. Further, 33.3% FBOs
that own their space have a congregation composed mostly of seniors compared to 0% for renting congregations.

Reported ethnicities of congregants
were diverse with White (37.1%) being
the most common response followed
by no clear majority (25.7%), Asian
(17.1%), African-American (8.6%), and
Hispanic or Latino (5.7%). Two FBOs
had no response. We also sought to understand income levels of the FBOs’
congregants. For this, we asked the
FBOs to report congregants income
levels on a rating scale of 1-5 with 1 being struggling to make ends meet and 5
being affluent. The median and most
common response to this question was
a score of 3 (48.6%). On congregation
age, most FBOs (38.2%) reported that
their congregation is a mix of ages, followed by mostly seniors 60 years old
and up (23.5%) and mostly middle

Stressor Index and the FBOs interviewed. With the stressor index
juxtaposed to survey data it was clear
that stress variables varied widely
across FBO’s. While the FBOs received
varying stressor scores, the variable of
gentrification provided interesting patterns when compared to survey
data.With gentrification levels within a
FBO area broken down to 5 categories,
we see that most FBOs interviewed are
within areas of stable exclusion
(37.5%). However, while most FBOs
that own their space are within areas of
stable exclusion, FBOs that rent their
space are more spread out between

Fig. 3.32 Religious Affiliation of the interview FBOs.
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Fig. 3.33 Gentrification Classification of the Interviewed Congregations

gentrification categories with most
(33.3%) being within areas at risk of
gentrification. On the demographics of
FBOs in areas of stable exclusion, a
clear majority (63.6%) reported that
their congregation is a majority White.
Using data on a total gentrification
score of a 1-10 scale, the mean gentrification score of FBOs interviewed is 5.9
which supports the previous finding
that most FBOs interviewed are within
areas of high gentrification.

ing congregations it is worth noting
that almost half of FBOs interviewed
reported that their congregation size is
growing, which most faith leaders attributed to the accessibility of current
online services through Zoom and similar platforms.
Real Estate Scenarios. When looking at the physical space of the FBO,
68.6% owned their space and 31.4%
were renters. Most of the respondents
operated within their own building
(37.1%) or multiple buildings (25.7%),
while others were located within another house of worship (5.7%), a storefront (11.4%), or in the ground floor of
a house or apartment building (5.7%).
The ages of the structures also varied
with the median year built being 1925.

Comparing gentrification categories to
data on whether FBO congregation
numbers are growing, shrinking, or
staying the same, what is found is that
there is some correlation between gentrification and growing congregation
size. While a majority of FBOs within
areas that are not losing low-income
households reported that their congregation numbers are staying the same
(60%), most FBOs within areas of gentrification risk, displacement, ongoing
exclusion, and stable exclusion reported that their congregation numbers are growing ( 66.7%, 50%, 60%, &
41.7%). Although there is some correlation between gentrification and grow-

As mentioned earlier, the survey was
designed to capture six different real
estate scenarios. For those that owned
their space, the most common scenario
was that the FBOs owned their space
and had few to no financial or maintenance issues (40%). That was followed
by wanting more space (17.1%), and
lastly by experiencing financial or op-
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Fig. 3.35 Roles that FBO leaders play in the community.

FBOs’ relationship to the real estate industry
Fig. 3.34 (top) Building Typology and Figure 3.35 (bottom) Relation to Physical
Space.

erational hardships (8.6%). This
differed for renters, as most wanted
more space (28.6%) and two FBOs felt
that conditions were satisfactory. No
renting congregation answered that
they were struggling to keep their current space. These results, although important to our work, were limited as
they were self-reported by the FBOs.
This may have allowed some FBOs to
share inaccurate reports about their
situations.

mission of their faith which is often
centered around serving the needs of
the congregation. They often describe
themselves as counselors, caretakers,
and educators. Outside of leading worship and special events like weddings
and funerals, most of their time is
spent providing care to members of the
community. Although many leads described how they take care of their
building, their role as property manager is not always their first priority.
Faith leaders expressed their top three
support needs as follows: financial support (22.5% of responses), legal support (12.5%) and real estate support
(12.5%).

Aspirations and Needs
Leaders of FBOs have many roles
and responsibilities.

It is common for faith community
members to provide volunteer professional services.

Most FBOs (40%) are open to engaging
in real estate activities as a means of
revenue generation, but have also acknowledged that they are unfamiliar
with the industry and do not have
enough knowledge or resources to participate. Few leaders (5%) expressed
vulnerability or fear of being taken advantage of by developers. However, it is
important to note that this trend may
be due to the types of FBOs that responded to our outreach efforts. It is
possible that FBOs who are fearful and
feel vulnerable to real estate developers
were less likely to present themselves
for an interview in the first place. This
possible limitation of our survey
should be kept in mind by Bricks &
Mortals when widening its offering of
predevelopment services.

Many faith leaders admitted that although they do not have paid relationships with professional services
providers, members of their own congregation offer volunteer legal, financial and real estate services. It may be
useful to try to build a network of these
professionals who provide services to
their own congregation and are willing
to assist others.
FBOs that own want to retain
ownership of their space.
When asked about what types of revenue-generating solutions they would
be open to in order to support their
houses of worship, the FBOs that
owned their space reported a common
desire to retain control of their spaces

They are consumed and inspired by the
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Fig. 3.36 Community Service work that
FBOs are involved with.

Fig. 3.37 Reservations about working in
Real Estate.

and instead partner with organizations
and/or other congregations to lease or
rent a portion of their building. Moreover, there was not much interest in
selling land to a developer or partnering with a developer for affordable
housing. These results can be seen in
the chart below.

as well as visions for how their space
could be transformed. Many of them
cite accessibility projects like ramps
and elevators as desired upgrades and
some of them have recently completed
projects to make their building more
accessible. Others mention needing
upgrades to the building’s HVAC, audio visual system, or Internet network
infrastructure. FBOs who rent their
space are concerned with the amount
of space they have, most of them saying
that they need more space. There is
also a sense among renters that owning
their own building would give them a
better opportunity to carry out their
mission.

FBOs
are
valuable
service
providers to their community,
particularly food-related services.
Across the city, FBOs provide a wide
variety of services to the city’s vulnerable population. The most prevalent of
these services is related to a most basic
human need, food. Food-related services accounted for about 30% of the
services that FBOs are providing to
their communities. In addition to the
services listed in the chart below, services in the “Other” category include
sports leagues, marriage counseling,
retirement planning, and disaster relief
fundraising. The value that FBOs bring
to their community through service
work may be their most important contribution and this work is not captured
by traditional metrics that attempt to
assign economic value to HOWs like
the halo effect.

Fig. 3.38 Services that FBOs provide to their communities

FBOs are most interested in
generating
revenue
through
community-facing services.
In line with our finding that FBOs are
valuable service providers to their
community, we saw the same priority
for community service expressed in the
types of uses that FBOs said they were
open to engaging in for generating
revenue. Among the FBOs that own
their space, the most common interest
was in opening a community center,
whether it would be achieved through
sharing existing space or reconfiguring
the building and/or the land.

FBOs have a variety of needs.

Fig. 3.39 Shows the different uses that congregations would be open to incorporating. As a
shared space.

FBOs who own their buildings have an
assortment of maintenance concerns
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4
Alternative
Development
Scenarios

models to portray an image of feasibility to interested congregations, and to
help them envision their futures.

Alternative
Development
Scenarios

As Bricks & Mortals grows as an organization and expands its capacity, we
hope that our work will be helpful in
serving hard-to-reach and underrepresented faith communities across the
five boroughs so that they, too, can
thrive. The financial and membership
health of congregations varies, as do
the social services each group provides.
Yet each unique house of faith deserves
to carry out its mission in New York
City despite its internal circumstances,
or external factors, particularly a competitive real estate market in which
FBOs are pitted against for-profit insti-

After both quantitative and qualitative
data analysis, we devised two alternative development scenarios (beyond
affordable housing), which Bricks &
Mortals might offer to its members in
order to carry out its mission of helping
houses of worship thrive in New York
City. These alternative development
scenarios may not appeal to, or be ideal
for, all member congregations, yet they
offer opportunities for houses of faith
to invest resources in their futures, and

alistic path to financial stability. However, many FBOs expressed interest in
partnering with local organizations to
broaden their local impact and
strengthen the work they already do.
Bricks & Mortals’ advisory committee,
comprised of faith leaders and experts
in real estate and development, architecture, and legal professions, presents
an opportunity for FBOs to thrive
through relatively small scale projects
such as shared commercial kitchens.

Developing a shared commercial
kitchen space can provide revenue for
FBOs, and can also augment the work
that they are already undertaking.
Running community meals or operating food pantries is a core function of
many FBOs. New York City non-profit
God’s Love We Deliver has its roots as
a partnership with the West Park Presbyterian Church in Manhattan in the
1980s. Following Hurricane Sandy,
FBOs partnered with activist organizations to distribute meals and pantry

Goals
1. Engagement- Enhance the ability of faith-based organizations to extend existing work to combat food insecurity
within the communities they serve
2. Equity- Build a pathway towards a more equitable food
system.
3. Opportunity- Steward greater entrepreneurship opportunities for congregants and the broader community.
4. Financial sustainability- Generate income that can be reinvested into the organization.
Fig. 4.1 A volunteer from the Spanish Evangelical Church in the Bronx said they had been
running a food distribution effort for 27 years. Courtesy of Avi Garelick.

that of their neighbors. The scenarios –
shared commercial kitchen development and community land trust formation – have the ability to help owning
or renting congregations, respectively,
continue the important spiritual and
social services they provide.

tutions that might make (economically) “highest and best use” of urban
land.

Commercial Shared
Kitchen

These scenarios are designed with hypothetical circumstances in mind, but
are grounded in research on development costs, processes, and parallel

Many faith-based organizations in our
survey felt that housing development -affordable or otherwise -- was not a re-
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This development scenario is based on
findings from our interviews with faith
leaders. It fits neatly into a larger citywide infrastructure of food security organizations which operate at the local
level. A shared commercial kitchen
could potentially give an FBO the financial boost to make other investments in its building or mission-driven
services in the future.

items to those in need. But during the
COVID-19 pandemic, many food
pantries and other non-profits struggled to meet surging demand. Expanding kitchen space can mean that FBOs
will be able to expand their capacity to
serve their communities in the future.
The development of a faith-based
shared commercial kitchen would
dovetail with a market in which con-
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sumers increasingly look toward smallscale food manufacturers. Certain segments of the food manufacturing and
distribution sphere, especially those
backed by venture capital, like ghost
kitchens, can focus exclusively on a
limited consumer base: white, affluent,
and without children. But many segments of New York’s population benefit from small-scale food producers.
Many religious groups have special dietary needs; immigrants might seek
culturally specific foods, as well. Since
FBOs are sited within their congregation’s community, their building’s location provides them with an opportunity to leverage their ability to work
with small-scale food manufacturers in
the same neighborhoods in which their
customers and parishioners reside.
Faith-based organizations that successfully create functioning commercial kitchen spaces could likely experience high demand for their spaces, and
thus would be able to select businesses

that are mission-consistent as partners. The practice of allowing local entrepreneurs, who otherwise would
likely not be able to afford to rent out
and operate a full-fledged restaurant,
to operate a business, support their
family, and provide jobs for local residents and congregation members, is
mission-consistent for most FBOs.
A range of incubators, such as Brooklyn FoodWorks and Hot Bread
Kitchen, are located in New York City
and provide both affordable commercial kitchen space and business support
to budding food entrepreneurs. Some
FBOs may want to take inspiration
from incubator spaces and create a
range of professional development
offerings for the businesses renting
space for them. This model obviously
requires additional capital and operating support in order to provide additional business services.

Fig. 4.3 A rendering of what a 500 sq ft. commercial kitchen can look like while being used by
the host FBO.Courtesy of Paul Burkholder.

However, not all rentable commercial
kitchens are incubators: there are
many kitchens that operate on a simple
rental model. Commercial kitchens like
Brooklyn’s Cook Collective or Manhattan’s Nimbus simply rent their commercial kitchen space to businesses for
food prep and manufacturing. Some
congregations might find that a model
along this line, which does not involve
programming business support, may
be more financially feasible for them.
The financial scenario below outlines
this simpler shared commercial
kitchen model.

most with the rate for a general contractor, procuring equipment, and establishing
additional
ventilation,
plumbing, or safety features such as
sprinkler systems and egresses. However, if a site is large enough to accommodate a variety of equipment for food
preparation, hot and cold storage, and
packaging, avenues to building a
shared kitchen – which can generate
revenue for a congregation while continuing to serve the community – are
straightforward, but bureaucratic.
In this example, we made the following
assumptions about the space:

Starting Up- Steps

• 500 square feet

Estimated Costs

Fig. 4.2 A rendering of what a 500 sq ft. commercial kitchen can look like when rented out.
Courtesy of Paul Burkholder.
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• regular existing gas lines for a 6burner stove

It is difficult to project the exact cost of
building out a shared kitchen space
without knowing the existing infrastructure at a FBO who wishes to embark on this type of project. Costs vary

• plumbing for a sink and restaurantscale
dishwasher
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Potential Challenges

Expanding kitchen space can allow
FBOs to both expand their existing
food justice work and to earn revenue
by renting the space to small local entrepreneurs. A commercial kitchen can
be a mission-aligned and relatively
low-cost way to earn additional revenue.

Our team generated the idea of a faithbased community land trust (CLT) after dozens of interviews with faith leaders and others who are intimately involved in faith-based communities. We
listened to the unique experiences of
dozens of houses of faith in NYC with
regards to real estate and space. On behalf of our client, Bricks & Mortals, we
gauged these congregations' interest in
affordable housing development. Yet
many congregations were uninterested
in, or unable to consider developing
and managing affordable housing. Instead, we believe that a CLT offers an
alternative solution to both renting and
land-holding congregations' financial
and spatial needs, and can help stabilize local communities in the face of
economic distress and gentrification.
We believe a faith-based CLT would
encourage houses of faith to form
strong bonds with one another through
membership, strengthen their ties to
the community through missiondriven work, and stabilize their collective local neighborhood. The CLT
model may not appeal to all houses of
faith, but it would offer interested congregations opportunities for financial
and social stability in order to continue
to have a positive impact on individuals and the greater community. The
outcome of this model will safeguard
the use of land and property for the
needs of faith-based organizations. By
establishing a community land trust, a
consortium of faith-based organizations can incorporate to purchase a site
and take the property out of the market
economy. This will create a space that
is not as affected by normal market
forces such as profit maximization or
speculation, which limits the ability of
faith-based organizations to focus on
their mission.

Faith-Based CLT

Potential tensions may arise among
CLT member congregations, which is

This semester, architect Meta Brunzema visited our studio to offer feedback and share her experience working
with both houses of worship and commercial kitchens, especially her La
Marqueta project. She highlighted several significant challenges that commercial kitchens and incubators may
face. First, outreach to and retention of
potential tenants can prove difficult to
many organizations. By building and
operating a shared commercial
kitchen, FBOs are entering into the
landscape of food-based small businesses, which is highly competitive in
NYC. In this respect, a shared commercial kitchen does represent some level
of entrepreneurial risk for FBOs. There
is no guarantee that the kitchen will
find tenants, nor is there a guarantee
that tenants will loyally return to the
FBO for all of their rentals.

Fig. 4.4 Infographic about the Shared Commercial Kitchen Alternative Development

• existing counter and dry storage
space

We recommend preliminary work with
an architect to ensure the build-out is
functional in meeting the FBO’s current food mission and the newly expanded shared kitchen. We recommend purchasing second-hand equipment where possible to reduce costs,
and drawing upon community members or the congregation to hire local
labor and support local economic vitality. Furthermore, Bricks & Mortals’
network of professionals, such as architects and financial counselors, may
be able to offer discounted services to
faith-based organizations, reducing
soft costs, and help them realize their
goals within a set budget.

• manual fire suppression in accordance with FDNY regulations.
The most advisable path forward
would be to hire a general contractor
who can file and address most of the
permits and applications. The host
FBO would begin the process by filing
paperwork under its existing tax-exempt 501c3 corporation status to form
an LLC, which would be the business
entity responsible for payments and
sign-offs during the development
process, as well as during operation.
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However, if multiple FBOs build and
operate shared commercial kitchens,
they may consider forming a network
and building a shared organizational
infrastructure. FBOs might collectively
undertake outreach and marketing,
billing, and scheduling. Networking
shared commercial kitchens might reduce some administrative costs for
FBOs while also expanding their reach
in recruiting new tenants.
Conclusion
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why we have devised a membership
structure template, and involved
Bricks & Mortals - as a mediating and
advising member - in the process.
FBOs are keenly aware of the struggles
they endure and the importance of the
services they provide, and will thus be
able to support each other in this
unique development scenario to remain mission-consistent. General interest in CLTs is growing, as are the resources and infrastructure to ensure
their success. We believe that Bricks &
Mortals could be a key contributor to
the landscape of urban CLTs as it expands and develops in NYC with
houses of faith as a new type of trust
manager.

After much research, including dozens
of conversations with congregations
with different levels of financial stability and assets, our studio team believes
that a faith-based CLT in a vulnerable
neighborhood (as identified through
our stressor index and qualitative research) has the potential to help faithbased organizations thrive in New York
City. A faith based CLT, as we will describe, can serve the needs of both
renting and owning congregations of
different faiths and denominations, so
that their congregants may continue to
worship and access the social networks
and services provided by their respective institutions. Furthermore, the
faith-based CLT model serves to stabilize neighborhoods undergoing socioeconomic change by decommodifying
land and building solidarity and
strengthening networks among member organizations.

Background
The Community Land Trust is a comprehensive community development
strategy that protects land from market
pressures and helps to ensure stability.
A Community Land Trust (CLT) is a
private nonprofit organization created
to acquire and hold land for the benefit
of a community while providing access
to the property or properties on the
held land to be permanently affordable. CLTs are governed by a board of
directors elected by members of the
CLT. Most often, CLTs are used to create permanently affordable housing by
separating the value of land and property. Yet the CLT movement is dynamic, and after careful analysis in the
post-recession era, some scholars argue that we are in a “fourth wave” of
the movement, with opportunities for
non-residential CLTs proliferating in
urban environments.152 CLTs are responsive to decades of neighborhood
disinvestment, which impacts housing
as well as other rooted-in-place community institutions such as food resources, local commerce, job opportunities, and houses of worship.

Bricks & Mortals is in a unique position
to guide multi- and inter-faith coalitions towards their mission-driven
goals in the New York City real estate
context. Some scholars posit that the
communal land stewardship model is a
divine ordinance in many religious traditions. Through a hermeneutical approach, Peter Salsich Jr. argues that
“Individuals may use property to
achieve self-sufficiency, and they may
share property ownership in common
to achieve fellowship with one another
and with God.”153 By offering support to
FBOs for CLT formation, Bricks &
Mortals would respond to multiple layers of social and religious imperatives
that member organizations hold.
Disinvested neighborhoods may need
complex stabilization solutions, thus
justifying an expansion beyond the
CLT-for-housing model we have devised. By attracting FBOs and rooting
them in a common place, the CLT en-
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sures that the member congregations
will continue to be invested in the vitality of a broad coalition of people and
services. These FBOs are acutely aware
of the needs of many in the local community – from their experiences serving people through missions and gathering them for a variety of regular and
special occasions – and thus more
likely to assume risks of community
development than a for-profit developer.154

community space, and harmonize the
interests of congregation, neighborhood, and community. As such, it is
necessary to construct a structure of
membership and governance that facilitates those goals.

Needs
On one hand, the bylaws must provide
a guardrail against the FBOs putting
economic self-interest over responsibilities to the community; on the other
hand, they must prevent neighborhood
interests from unduly burdening FBOs
with onerous requirements. The CLT
must keep the space usable for people
and keep the FBOs solvent. In order to
maintain organizational vitality, the
organizational structure and bylaws
must ensure accountability of the
board of directors to the membership
and accountability of the organization
to the community.

At the core of this scenario, the power
comes from the CLT's ability to utilize
the strengths of each FBO and the
various ways they may manipulate
their assets to thrive and improve their
ability to focus on their mission, all
while stabilizing the neighborhood
they are in. Whether it is strong
community connections, a growing
congregation size, stable financial
assets, or being in a convenient
location, it is difficult for one
congregation to possess all of these
strengths at the same time, based on
our interviews.

The specific parameters of membership and governance will depend on
specific conditions, whether the CLT’s
home is a neighborhood which is disinvested, highly-value, or at risk of gentrifying.

In our infographic we show what a
potential scenario may look like in
reality, where different congregations
with varying degrees of these strengths
and struggles come together, and the
potential outcome of what forming a
CLT may look like for them. In the end,
by pooling their assets together, they
may be able to find the resources
necessary to invest in a space that best
meets their needs."

Organizing Committee
In order to serve the community well,
the CLT must understand its needs. An
exploratory organizing committee
should be formed with representation
from trusted, local community groups,
to survey the neighborhood and determine what needs can be addressed
within the context of the CLT. This
committee should be charged with
drafting organizational bylaws.

Membership And
Governance Structure
The purpose of the faith-based CLT is
to stabilize the properties, budgets, and
memberships of the participating congregations, as well as stabilize the
neighborhood, secure its access to
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which are open to membership votes?
Is there any circumstance in which the
CLT needs to be insulated from majority rule? Should voting power be distributed equally between organizations, such that organizational interests are fairly represented, or equally
between people? CLTs commonly reserve space on the board for professional consultants and subject-area experts, such as experienced players in
the affordable housing or community
development spheres. Bricks & Mortals
could play this role on the board of a
faith-based CLT. Bricks & Mortals represents a broad base of FBO’s city wide,
and has access to a deep well of technical expertise in real estate, development and finance. With representation
on the board (perhaps non-voting),
Bricks & Mortals could connect the
CLT to needed support, and coordinate
the CLT’s activities with similar efforts
across the city.

Who Is Eligible For
Membership In The CLT?
Equity members: FBOs that commit to
an ownership stake in the property
shall have corresponding representation in the membership and on the
board.
Community members: Aside from the
equity members, the CLT should solicit
the involvement of anchor community
institutions who have a stake in the
neighborhood in which the CLT is located. These members will be part of
the decision making body that will
make choices impacting how the CLT is
governed, their congregations, and the
greater community. In order to retain
community legitimacy, the CLT will
need to engage these stakeholders as
early as possible, and engage in sustained membership recruitment to ensure representative participation from:
low-income people; people of specific
races or ethnicities; and popular, significant, or long-standing community
organizations.

In addition to equity members, community members, and the Bricks &
Mortals member, the board might also
include one or more at-large board
member(s). Elected by full membership vote, these members would allow
for flexibility, democratic representation, and a coalition of common interests across organizations.

Individual members: Any adult who
resides in the geographically-defined
community of the CLT can become a
member. As with community organizations, the CLT must engage in sustained membership recruitment to ensure representative participation from
low-income people and people of specific races or ethnicities.

In our example of how a faith-based
CLT might function, we show the
strengths of each member congregation, and how they might manipulate
their assets to collectively improve
their ability to thrive, and to stabilize
the neighborhood. The CLT offers
these congregations a permanently
affordable property which cannot be
monetized going forward, but can be
improved to better meet their own
needs, as well as those of the greater
community. We envision Bricks &
Mortals’ role as a mediating force, and

Governance
Governance should be structured so as
to ensure adequate and sufficient representation of all stakeholding interests. Thus, each equity member will
have representation, as well as major
community organizations. The key
governance questions include: which
decisions are made by the board and
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an access point for the CLT to reach experts and professionals in real estate,
law, architecture, and non-profit management.

gious institutions; we believe that
faith-based philanthropy from such institutions may provide a CLT with
some of the funding they need to
thrive.

Access To Funding
Considerations

Government Funding
The circumstances of forming a CLT
will be unique to the members involved, but preliminary research shows
the viability of government funding
streams. Many government funding
programs for CLTs are oriented for the
development and preservation of
affordable housing, which will make
them unavailable for our model of a
faith-based CLT. To assist with the
costs associated with renovating the
selected house of worship that will be
the permanent location of the FBCLT,
government funding should be leveraged where possible.

Incorporating as a CLT allows FBOs,
whether they own property or are currently renting space, to become greater
than the sum of their parts. Yet when
considering the merits of a CLT, more
than material circumstances are involved. Each member congregation
brings strengths to the coalition, including the promise of growing membership, strong ties to the neighborhood and other organizations and institutions, and mission-alignment for
social justice. By pooling assets, including socially-driven initiatives and social capital, land holdings that can be
sold, capital reserves, and reservoirs of
financial and technical support from
membership bases, FBOs not only have
more material and technical fortification in the NYC context, but together
they have increased access to financial
resources.

At the local level, funding might come
from municipal capital budgets, or specific community development pools. A
potential source of funding is Reso A,
which would be requested from the
CLT’s local City Councilperson. Strong
connections to place are shared by
member organizations and local
elected officials. The minimum amount
of money that could be requested using
Reso A is $500,000 and the maximum
is $2 million.155

Forming a CLT opens up greater access
to conventional funding and financing
options that are not often available to
FBOs simply for the reason that they
are religious in nature. Traditional
banking finance options such as mortgages and development loans, as well
as local, state, and federal funding become viable financial support options
for a CLT. Paid memberships allow organizations from the community to
support and utilize the faith-based CLT
as a resource, further strengthening
bonds between what we have found too
often to be unfortunately weak connections. Our research indicates that
legacy capital abounds in some reli-

Funding from the state could include
the New York State Governor's Office
of Faith-Based Community Development Services’ Community Impact
Grant Program. After receiving $4.1
million in funding from the State, the
grant “is available to help communities
historically and disproportionately impacted by pollution address environmental concerns.”156 Another source of
funding might be the New York State
Community Land Trusts Capacity
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Building Initiative. This program was
given $8 million in funding by the State
to fund CLTs. In order to qualify for
this funding, CLTs “are expected to be
self-sustaining, focus on preserving the
long-term physical and financial health
of affordable housing or community assets.”157

limited to addressing public health and
safety threats.159

Other HUD-funded programs that
should be investigated in further detail
include: Urban Development Action
Grant paybacks, HOPWA, Section 108,
Enterprise
Community
and
Empowerment Community funds, and
Shelter Plus Care.160 Further research
should be conducted on these
programs, along with research on
potential
funding
sources
that
potentially have not been named.

At the federal level, Community Development Block Grants (CDBGs) are a
promising source of funding. HOME
funding, and the Self-Help Homeownership Opportunity Program (SHOP)
are two sources of federal funding exclusively allocated to organizations focusing on the development and preservation of affordable housing. Yet CDBGs indicate trends in CLT flexibility
and can be used for community facilities and social service programs. One
of the necessary conditions of submitting a CDBG submission is that the
project or program addresses one of
the Priority Needs that are established
in the local municipality’s Consolidated Plan, which are submitted annually to HUD. A majority of these Priority Needs are centered around affordable housing but the following, listed in
New York City Department of City
Planning’s “Proposed City Fiscal Year
2022 Community Development Program” could be applicable to the FaithBased CLT:
•

Low- and Moderate-Income Area Benefit:
A Low- and Moderate-Income Area
activity is designed to serve persons
residing in a primarily residential area
where at least 51 percent of the residents
are low/mod persons. The benefits of this
type of activity must be available to all
residents in the area regardless of
income, age, etc.158

•

Slums or Blight Spot: Slums or Blight
Spot activities eliminate blighting
conditions in locations outside of
designated slum or blighted areas.
Programs eligible under this objective are

Conclusion
The faith-based community land trust
and the shared commercial kitchen will
appeal to different FBOs for different
reasons. FBOs that are invested in
expanding their food justice work
while remaining in their existing
buildings may find renovating their
kitchens and opening them up for
rentals from congregation- and
community-member-led
small
businesses to be a viable option for
them. On the other hand, FBOs that are
renting or struggling to maintain a
building may find that collectively
forming a faith-based CLT may help
stabilize their budgets and their wider
neighborhoods.
Both scenarios do require some level of
capital to implement. In the case of
commercial kitchens, FBOs may
choose to leverage their building and
obtain a mortgage in order to finance
development on the kitchen. In the
case of the CLT, FBOs can finance the
development through a range of
means, including property sales,
capital reserves, and government and
non-profit funding opportunities.
Neither the commercial kitchen nor
the CLT are a realistic option for FBOs
without any access to capital at all, but
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may prove a better option than housing
development for some FBOs, for both
financial and mission-based reasons.
From our interviews with faith leaders,
we learned that most FBOs want to
maintain control over their spaces.
Given the potential demand for
commercial kitchen space, FBOs would
be able to select mission-consistent
businesses and organizations to rent its
kitchen space to. While for some FBOs,
a faith-based CLT might mean selling
their building and moving into a new
site, FBOs will control their new site
collectively with other faith-oriented
organizations.
Both
commercial
kitchens and faith-based CLTs can
allow FBOs to maintain control over
their spaces.
As we learned in our interviews, many
FBOs are not interested in pursuing
housing development, so the above
examples can serve as alternative
models for those institutions. While
other institutions may find housing
development to be the best solution to
their real estate and financial needs,
there
is
no
one-size-fits-all
development scenario for faith-based
organizations. We suggest that, in
order to serve a wider range of
congregations, B+M may explore
alternative scenarios in addition to
housing development.
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5
Conclusions

Conclusion
In light of the planning studio coming to an end, in one of our last group sessions
together, our studio decided to have a final group conversation about our reflections on the project as a whole and how those reflections could be turned into policy recommendations to the City and recommendations for B+M. Regardless of
whether students in this planning studio actively practiced a religion, or whether
this project was the first time they had interacted with FBOs, everyone articulated
that their understanding of the state of religion and FBOs in New York City had
dramatically changed throughout the course of this project.

Reflections
One of the themes we identified is the misconception that FBOs would share more
uniform commonalities. What we found after conducting interviews was that, mirroring the diversity of the City itself, each FBO’s situation is unique to themselves
and involves specific nuances related to their histories and narratives. In some
cases gentrification is contributing to shrinking congregations, prompting developers to target existing faith properties, raising property tax bills, and perhaps
drawing DOB’s attention to code violations. In other cases congregations are simply struggling to pay their bills and maintain their properties because of overall
lack of resources and disinvestment. The policy options available to these organizations differ according to the local neighborhood conditions.
In particular, neighborhoods where FBOs are located have one of the most pronounced effects on the circumstances of the FBO. Neighborhoods heavily influence
the demographics of congregations, the state of repair of buildings, and the networks to which FBO leadership are able to connect. A historically black church in
Harlem, a neighborhood that has experienced rapid gentrification, for example, is
dealing with a variety of Harlem-specific dynamics related to wellbeing and survival, which cannot be ignored when trying to compare them to other FBOs in
different neighborhoods around the City.
Another major takeaway that numerous studio members had, especially those who
conducted several interviews, is that FBOs are hesitant to lose control of their
properties. In a city where keeping FBOs afloat can be so difficult, and countless
communities have been politically disenfranchised, the thought of relinquishing
power over one’s own faith property was received with skepticism. This finding
should, however, be understood in context: it is likely that the faith leaders who
were willing to speak with us were systematically likely to be associated with
houses of worship that were relatively stable financially and organizationally.
Nearly all of the FBOs we interviewed noted that they would be open to some level
of space sharing, including renting out space in order to generate revenue, as long
as these agreements were contingent to their terms.
Members of the studio also noted that the same circumstances that induce FBOs
to think inwardly about the survival of their own faith property creates a sense of
isolation among FBOs. Despite some connections to other FBOs within their de-
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nomination and a few instances of interfaith coalitions, there were no instances of
a comprehensive coalition of FBOs that appeared to have active and frequent participation from a truly diverse (faith, geographic location, wealth, ownership/
rental status) set of FBOs. A small number of the FBOs we interviewed were hesitant to join an interfaith coalition; their concerns were about organizational capacity, about the effort that would be required to participate, and about the value of
participation. Some of these FBOs that were skeptical about interfaith coalitions
expressed that their hesitancy was partially the result of having negative experiences with interfaith coalitions in the past. Along with the lack of connections to
other FBOs, most of the FBOs we interviewed did not have strong, or in some cases
any, level of ties to nonprofit organizations in their neighborhoods. As we assert
below, we believe Bricks & Mortals could help FBOs develop stronger networks
among service providers within their neighborhoods as well as connections with
local elected officials who could help raise their profile and make others aware of
the critical services they provide.
The research our studio team conducted clearly displays the vital role that FBOs
play in their communities. Yet despite this value, members of our studio remarked
that there was little to no formal recognition of these services from the City. With
so many FBOs offering critical and even life-saving services to some of the most
marginalized New Yorkers, the thought that there was no “official City list” of all
FBOs and their social services was astounding. Studio members noted that neighborhoods are diverse places, and it is difficult for any one individual to understand
the vast array of religious institutions offering services, even from the ground.
One of the concluding points that was brought up in our discussion was the dynamic in the United States of the “separation of church and state.” This separation,
which applies to some aspects of FBOs and not to others, complicates the extent to
which local governments can support FBOs, their missions, and the services they
provide.

Policy
From the dire circumstances that countless FBOs throughout New York City find
themselves in, it is clear that to ensure that communities throughout the City are
not negatively impacted by the loss of FBOs, the City must take a more direct role
in financially supporting FBOs. Currently FBOs often fend for themselves financially and occasionally appeal to not-for-profit organizations for aid, but this solution is limited in its impact.
The vital role FBOs play in the food security of many New Yorkers is something
that should be leveraged in the argument for direct financial support of FBOs from
the City. Municipal governments should make grants available to help reimburse
FBOs for the costs associated with their food programs. If the total number of
meals served by FBOs were compiled, it would provide strong evidence in making
a case to persuade City Council Members throughout the city that directly funding
FBOs is a boon to all residents.
Similarly, other grants should be available to FBOs that incentivize and reward
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them to both continue and expand the amount of social services that they provide.
FBOs have unique ties to their respective communities that allow them to reach
populations which otherwise might not be reached through formalized government programs. These unique connections should be leveraged by the City, and
could become neighborhood-based social service “arms'' of the City. This grant
process could also be used to make FBOs fit in with the City’s larger policy goals,
such as sustainability and waste reduction. It may be possible to quantify the value
of FBO-provided services, and what the prospect of losing these services would financially cost New York City if they are not provided enough funding to stay afloat.

a few connections in a neighborhood unlocked a wider network of FBOs that would
have otherwise been difficult to reach. Establishing an ongoing presence in one or
two target neighborhoods could be an interesting and rewarding pilot for Bricks &
Mortals in their effort to grow FBOs’ capacity. This exercise would likely diversify
representation of FBOs from across the city within the organization, and create a
stronger network in the future. If strong enough relationships were developed as
part of this focus on a geographic area, and if there were appetite from the engaged
FBOs, Bricks & Mortals might help to create robust intra-neighborhood interfaith
coalitions or affinity groups.

Lastly, after communicating with numerous FBOs whose buildings had landmark
status, it is clear the City’s landmarks designations and laws need to be changed,
and made more flexible for FBOs, which by and large are struggling institutions. It
is hypocritical to use the argument that the City should remain uninvolved in the
preservation of FBOs, when at the same time the City simultaneously enforces
landmarks laws that increase the costs of making repairs to landmarked FBO
buildings and limits the options that FBOs have in terms of how they call transfer
or sell their air rights. If the City determines it necessary to preserve an
architecturally significant feature of a struggling FBO building, it should
contribute to the cost of maintenance.

Implications for Bricks & Mortals
B+M is already working hard to diversify the types of FBOs with which it engages,
and we believe that continuing this difficult work should remain a priority for the
organization. In terms of coalition building for the purpose of lobbying for a certain type of policy, it can be beneficial to focus on specific types of FBOs. Strengthening and growing the existing Bricks & Mortals network by connecting with underrepresented FBOs will present new opportunities and solutions.
By offering an expanded menu of predevelopment and development services,
Bricks & Mortals can help houses of faith engage their assets - both social and financial - to thrive in New York City. Based on our research and analysis, many
FBOs have neither the capacity, nor interest in, developing affordable housing, yet
they would like to expand the positive impacts they have in their communities.
Lower cost solutions, including minor building renovations to improve missiondriven community work, accessibility, and revenue generation are attractive to
FBOs. We generated our alternative development scenarios out of research and
outreach, paying particular attention to the needs and aspirations expressed by
FBOs. Bricks & Mortals has a wealth of resources in its membership base, and will
play a critical role in shepherding FBOs through development procedures, permitting and bureaucratic funding paperwork, and strengthening connections among
FBOs, as well as between them and the City.

Fig. 5.1 St. Georges Episcopal Church in Flushing no longer provides an important waste diverting service. Courtesy of Larissa Ho.

Due to the immense size of New York City and the dramatic differences that exist
between neighborhoods, our studio recommends that along with the rest of their
work, Bricks & Mortals should supplementally focus on a few geographic areas in
the City in the near term and try to engage as many FBOs as possible in specific
neighborhoods. From our communications with FBOs, it became clear that having
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Appendix
Appendix A: Stressor Index Methodology
Stressor Index Scoring Guidelines:
Stressor Index Scoring Methodology for Each Indicator
Tax Lien Sale:
The Department of Finance (DOF) usually sends at least four notices (90-day,
60-day, 30-day, 10-day) before a lien debt attributed to a property is sold. The
DOF records two cycles of notices with a “Final Sale 1” and a “Final Sale 2.” This
can add up to 10 potential notices being issued to a religious property. The
scoring of this indicator was designated based on the two cycles of notices
distributed by the DOF. Based on qualitative field work, faith-based organizations
(FBOs) receiving notices of lien sale are more likely to lose their property or have
a property in a state of disrepair. So, the scores for this indicator “Tax lien
(Number of Notices)” were doubled under the 0-to-10 scoring system.
An additional scoring category using the tax lien indicator was added for FBOs in
the 2020 tax lien sale pool last updated on November 09, 2020. This was
included because these properties were unable to resolve their debts before the
final tax lien sale list was published.161 This is important because over 83 percent
of property owners noticed in the lien sale end up paying off their debt or enter a
payment plan prior to the lien sale, indicating that these FBOs might be under
severe financial stress.162
Vacate Orders:
Scoring Breakdown for the Highest Scored FBO:

The amount of time a vacate order is in effect depends on the severity of the
problem and how soon an unsafe condition is corrected. Faith properties with
rescinded vacate orders received the lowest scores due to the FBOs ability to
correct the issue. This was followed by FBOs with active partial vacate orders
receiving higher scores, and then active full vacate orders receiving the highest
scores. Partial and active vacate orders are categorized by illegal occupancy,
habitability, and fire damage. Illegal occupancy received lower scores because
this doesn’t represent any direct property damage attributed to the property,
while habitability and fire damage received the higher scores because they have
the highest potential for extensive property damage being the cause of the vacate
order.
Level of Gentrification:

*The scoring breakdown for the highest scored FBO is highlighted in orange
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The scoring system was categorized by both tract income level, and the varying
degrees of exclusion, displacement, and gentrification. There was more of an
emphasis to categorize based tract income level, followed by the level of
gentrification. This was due to the effects of neighborhood change being felt more
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by residents and business owners who are within lower-income areas. So, the
location of FBOs in neighborhoods where the UDP identified as being lowincome and vulnerable to gentrification-induced displacement, scored higher on
our Stressor Index. LI - Not Losing Low-Income Households, although a lower
income classification, received the lowest score because they are not going
through any type of exclusion, displacement, or gentrification, which may mean
their neighborhood character and population is being preserved.
DOB Violations:
The Stressor Index scores FBOs with DOB violations using the following:
Number of Open DOB violations categorized by natural breaks,
The percent of total DOB violations that are open or unresolved categorized by
natural breaks,
The average number of open DOB violations for each borough categorized by
standard deviations.
This approach was used to score FBOs with a high number of unresolved DOB
violations, but to also account for both (1) long established FBOs that may have a
large number of open violations at the time, but have shown the ability to resolve
them based on a low percentage of total violations being open, and (2) FBOs that
have a smaller number of open violations, but might be having a tough time
correcting/and or paying off their violations based on their high percentage of
total violations being open. This allowed the index to better target FBOs with a
high percentage of unresolved violations, but who have also accrued a significant
amount of open DOB violations compared to the other FBOs in their borough.

We separated the scoring between total and open landmark violations and gave
faith properties with the highest number of landmark violations (four violations)
a score of ten for both open and total. This is because, if a religious property has
received more than two LPC violations they most likely received a financial
penalty. The lowest reported number of landmark violations was one for both
open and total, and they were given a score of five.

Appendix B: Houses of Worship (HOW) Approved
Construction and Demolition Jobs Filed or
Completed from 2010 to 2020
Analysis Houses of Worship (HOWs) with a DOB occupancy and construction
classification of: Assembly: Theaters, Churches (F-1B), Assembly: Theaters,
Churches (A-1), Assembly: Other (A-3), Assembly: Other (PUB). This is not
representative of all HOWs in NYC because they occupy many different spaces
with varying occupancy and construction classifications. These classifications
were used for HOWs and were confirmed as HOWs through Google Maps,
ACRIS, and DOB BIS.
The DCP Housing Database Project-Level Files are based on DOB Open Data to
identify housing construction, so other types of development might not be fully
represented. In addition, not all construction in NYC occurs legally by approval
through the DOB. So, Illegal conversions that may be prevalent in certain
neighborhoods might not be represented in this data.
Major Takeaways:

ECB/OATH Violations:

• There were more Houses of Worship (HOWs) being approved for
construction, than HOW being demolished or converted to non-religious uses
from 2010 – 2020 (See Figure 1 below).

ECB/OATH Violations were scored using the same methodology as DOB
violations.

• Most conversions, or changes of use from a religious property to a nonreligious use are led by private for-profit owners.

LPC Historic District & Landmark Designation:

•

Individually landmarked faith properties and faith properties within historic
districts were given scores of six and three, respectively. If a faith property was
both individually landmarked by New York City (NYC) and within a historic
district, it would receive a score of six. Even though the regulatory process is the
same for historic districts and individual landmarks, most NYC historic districts
are also included in the National Register of Historic Places and are eligible to
receive more financial assistance for renovations or updates to their properties,
which is why they received lower scores. Faith properties individually
landmarked by New York City’s Landmarks Preservation Commission (LPC) may
be subject to more stress because they receive less financial assistance, which is
why they received higher scores.163

Most HOWs are being converted to residential, followed by commercial/
retail, and community facility use.

Table 1. Total DOB Approved Alterations, New Building Construction, or
Demolition, Filed or Completed Related to Houses of Worship from 2010 to
2020.

Landmark Violations:
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demolition of an existing HOW. Out of the 163 approved job filings or completed
jobs, 127 (78%) were alterations, while 36 (22%) were demolitions during this
ten-year period. An alteration is considered a major alteration that will change
the use, egress, or occupancy of the building. While a demolition is considered a
full or partial demolition of an existing building.
The classification of alterations was broken down further into four different job
types to increase specificity, they include: conversions (full and partial),
enlargement/extension, interior renovation, new or amended Certificate of
Occupancy. In the table below, you’ll see that 73 out of the 163, or approximately
45 percent of approved or completed job types for a HOW were full or partial
conversions to a non-religious use. The most commonly proposed occupancy was
residential, followed by commercial retail, and community facility use. 82 percent
of the 73 filed jobs for conversions to non-religious uses were led by private forprofit entities.

Figure 1. Total Approved Alterations, New Building Construction, or Demolition,
Filed or Completed Related to Houses of Worship from 2010 to 2020.

Based on this categorization, 109 out of 163 (67%) faith property job filings in
DOB’s pipeline were slated for or have completed a change in use or have been
demolished. The remaining 33 percent were job applications that retained the
religious use, but were filed solely to enlarge or add to the existing space, conduct
interior or exterior renovations, or obtain a new or amended certificate
occupancy to reflect the current use of the HOW and/or reflect the previous
improvements made to the HOW.
Table 2. Pre-existing Houses of Worship (HOWs) Approved Construction and
Demolition Jobs Filed or Completed from 2010 to 2020.

Houses of Worship being converted to other uses in NYC:
From 2010 to 2020, there were a total of 163 out of the 329 approved job filings
or completed jobs in DOB’s record that dealt with either an alteration or
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Figure 2. Pre-existing Houses of Worship (HOWs) Approved Construction and
Demolition Jobs Filed or Completed from 2010 to 2020.

*When breaking down alterations, each job type was categorized based on the
most significant job type being done. This was because some Job descriptions had
multiple alterations being done to the property. The order of precedent was
conversion, enlargement/extension, interior renovations, New or amended
Certificate of Occupancy.
Source: The DCP Housing Database Project-Level Files
New Houses of Worship (HOWs) Approved Construction Jobs Filed or
Completed from 2010-2020:
From 2010 to 2020, there were 166 out of 329 approved job filings or completed
jobs in DOB’s record that dealt with new faith properties or spaces. 144 (87%) of
these were considered alterations, or conversions from an existing use. While the
other 22 (13%) were newly constructed HOWs.
Table 3. Proposed, Permitted, and Completed Construction of a new HOW in
NYC between 2010 to 2020.
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Profit: Corporations have the most newly constructed HOWs being proposed
and/or built.

Appendix C: Survey Interview Script
Interview Script
YOU SAY: Thanks for taking the time to speak with me today. I’m a member of a
class at Hunter College, and we’ve been working with the organization Bricks &
Mortals this semester.
We’re hoping to have a conversation with you about your place of worship. We’re
especially interested in talking about your building, how it’s working for you, and
any problems you might be having with the building. The conversation will
probably take 45 minutes to an hour. At a few points, I will share my screen so
that we can look at questions together, but mostly you and I will talk face-to-face,
just like this.
Figure 3. Proposed, Permitted, and Completed Construction of a new HOW in
NYC between 2010 to 2020.

As we discussed, we will be recording the conversation. The recordings will not be
shared publicly, but we might use quotes from the transcript in our report or
other documents. I’m going to press record now, and after that I’m going to ask
you to verbally confirm that you’re comfortable with recording.
PRESS RECORD
YOU SAY: So, we’re recording now. Could you verbally confirm that you consent
to this conversation being recorded?
(Proceed to next page to begin interview)
(Part 1)
To start, we’re going to talk about your relationship to your house of worship.
Most of these questions are pretty basic, but they will help us ask better questions
later in the interview. Could you tell us your name and the name of your house of
worship?
1. Name
2. House of worship name
3. House of worship address

HOWs being proposed and/or being built are mostly owned by Private For-Profit
entities (58%). However, when you break this down further, Private For-Profit:
individuals own the most HOWs proposed and/or constructed, followed by
Private Non-Profit: Corporations. Private For-Profit: individuals are converting
more existing properties into either partial or full HOWs, while Private Non-
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4. What is your relationship to your house of worship? � Member of congregation
� Member of congregation’s organizational structure (board, session, committee,
etc.) � Faith leader (paid) � Faith leader (volunteer) � Staff member not directly
involved in ministry � Other - Ask them to clarify
5. Could you describe your role to me? What do your day-to-day responsibilities
look like?
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6. How long have you been involved with [HOUSE OF WORSHIP NAME]?
(They can answer in amount of time (ex. 12 years) or a year they became involved
(ex. I joined in 1997). If they list a year, you ll need to do the math when wrapping
up the interview.)

• Located in another community facility (school, community center, etc.) •
Located in another house of worship • Other - Ask them to clarify
16.a. How many square feet is the building? (If they don’t know the answer): How
many people can fit in the sanctuary?)

7. How has your involvement developed and changed since then?

16.b. When was your building built?

YOU SAY: Next, I’m going to ask you some questions about [HOUSE OF
WORSHIP NAME]’s background.

16.c. How long has your congregation been in the building?
17a. What does the main room for worship look like? Does the space feature any
notable built-in elements, like altars, pulpits, lecterns, stained glass windows,
pews?* *clarify language for various religions

8. What is your congregation’s faith identity?
9. What is the size of your congregation? (If they don’t know) When you’re
meeting in person, how many people attend each service, on average?
10. Does your congregation live: • Mostly within walking distance of the house of
worship. • Mostly within the same neighborhood, but many drive or take public
transportation short distances. • All over. Many members travel long distances to
worship.
(If they say all over,” ask if there's anywhere that many members come from.)

3

Struggling

4

18.c. What percentage of your budget goes to rent?
5

Affluent

13. Is your congregation a majority of any racial or ethnic group? Which group?
14. Around what proportion of your congregation are immigrants? What are the
main countries your members have emigrated from?
14.a. What languages do you conduct services in?
YOU SAY: Next, we’re going to discuss your building.
15. Could you describe the building for me? What does it look like from the
outside?

18.a. Do you own or rent your building?

18.b. Who is your landlord? What, if any, relationship do they have to the
congregation?

12. Thinking about your congregation as a whole, how would you describe their
income on a scale of 1 to 5. 1 being “struggling to make ends meet” and 5 being
“affluent”.
2

17c. What non-worship spaces does your building have--offices, kitchens, living
residences, etc.?

IF RENT--

11. Describe the age of your congregation. Is it older? Younger? A mix?

1

17b. Aside from your main worship space, are there other spaces devoted to
worship, like chapels or confessionals?

18.d. How long is your lease, if you have one?
IF OWN -18.e. Does your congregation have a mortgage, or do you own the building
outright?
18.f. What percentage of your budget goes to the mortgage?
18.g. Does your congregation take advantage of its status as a tax-exempt
organization and not pay property tax?
19. Are you the first congregation to use this building? Or was there another
congregation before yours?

Which of the following best describes your building?

IF ANOTHER CONGREGATION --

• Campus with multiple buildings • Single free-standing building • Storefront •
Located in ground floor of a house or apartment building • Located in a private
home/apartment unit

19.a. Do you know anything about the congregation that was in the building
before you?
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20. Did your congregation meet in a different building before this? Where was
that?
21. Is your building landmarked?
YOU SAY: Next, we’re going to talk a little about your congregation’s
relationships to the outside world?
22. Is your house of worship involved in any community service work? If so, can
you describe the community service that you do?
• Food pantry • Meals • Homeless prevention • Education • Addiction (12 Step
Meetings, other) • Safe Spaces • Refugee work • Immigration • Workforce
training • Arts • Other - Ask them to clarify
23. Does your house of worship have any relationships with any non-religious
service organizations? If so, can you list those?
24. Does your house of worship have relationships with any other houses of
worship? If so, can you list those?
24.a. Do you rent your space to another congregation? If so, please explain.
25. Please describe your connection with other faith-based institutions (other
church’s, mosques, synagogues, etc)

27. Are there any modifications or changes that need to be made to your space to
make it functional for your current operations? (*be clear that these are changes
and not repairs like the previous question*)
1. Yes 2. No 3. Unsure
If YES, please explain which changes?
28. Do any modifications or changes need to be made to make your space
functional for any potential desired operations? (*be clear again that these are
not repairs but modifications*)
1. Yes 2. No 3. Unsure
If YES, please describe which changes?
29. Has your house of worship ever had difficulty with building code regulations?
Such as receiving notices from the Department of Buildings pertaining to code/
regulations or trouble with applications/permits.
1. Yes 2. No 3. Unsure
If YES, can you describe the situation?
30. Over recent years, do you feel that your congregation size is:

1. Well Connected

1. Growing

2. Connected, but could use more connections

2. Shrinking

3. Strongly need/desire more connections

3. Relatively the same size

4. Do not wish to be connected

4. Unsure

5. Unsure

31. If asked if your congregation needs more space to meet, describe your needs
based on the following options:

(Part 2)
YOU SAY: In this next section of our interview, we’ll be asking questions
regarding your needs as a house of worship.
26. On repairs, does your building need any of the following:
1. Major Repairs
2. Major and Minor Repairs

1. We need less space, there is underutilized space in the place we rent/own
2. We need slightly less space, there may be some underutilized space in the
place we rent/own
3. Our space meets our needs, all space is comfortably utilized in the place we
rent/own
4. We need slightly more space, some of the spaces in the place we rent/own may
be overused

3. Minor Repairs

5. We need more space, there is simply not enough space in the place we rent/
own

4. No Repairs
5. Unsure
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and we are using all space to full capacity

E.g. if they select

32. Does your house of worship have any informal or formal relationships with
other organizations that help support its functioning and/or mission?

(C), skip to “(C) OWN BUILDING, EXPERIENCING FINANCIAL HARDSHIP”

1. Yes 2. No 3. Unsure
If YES, what kind of support does your house of worship currently receive?
• Financial support • Legal support • Administrative support • Real estate
guidance • Maintenance/ construction support • Networking support • Other: •
Unsure

(A) OWN BUILDING, WANT MORE SPACE
39. Have you considered selling your building or redeveloping it?
IF NO: Would you like any resources that would inform you about real estate
sales and redevelopment?

33. What kind of support does your house of worship need if not currently met? •
Financial support • Legal support • Administrative support • Real estate guidance
• Maintenance/ construction support • Networking support • Other: • Unsure

IF YES: Have you entered the pre-development process? For reference, the
predevelopment process refers to the initial stage of a development project where
your building’s physical and financial status are assessed along with market
research, and it also includes the permitting process.

34. Is your House of Worship in need of faith leaders or faith-based staff?

40. Have you ever been approached by a developer with an offer?

1.Yes 2. No 3. Unsure

41. Are you open to any of the below avenues of income to support your house of
worship?

If YES, please explain
35. Has your House of Worship had any professionals that represented them in
any matters related to real estate, finance, architecture, or land use?
1.Yes 2. No 3. Unsure
36. If YES, Have you been represented in the last: � 6 months � 12 months � 2-5
Years � 5+ Years
36.a. If YES, please describe which area(s) your house of worship is represented
in. Also, in which of these areas would it be beneficial for your house of worship
to have representation in?
37. Tell us about any possible needs your house of worship faces, if you could
make a couple changes to better your house of worship what would they be?
(Part 3)
YOU SAY: For the final section of our interview we’ll discuss possible solutions to
your house of worship’s needs.

• Selling land to a developer • Leasing a portion of your building • Partnering with
a developer to build affordable housing • Partnering with non-profit
organizations, i.e. leasing space to a mission-driven organizations. • Opening up
space for event rentals (film, arts, meetings, etc.) • Operating a mission-driven
revenue generating business • Renting space to another congregation •
Partnering with organizations to secure resources for operational needs.
42. What are your reservations, if any, to engaging in real estate activities to
preserve your house of worship? Please select all that apply: • I don’t have any
reservations • I am not familiar or educated in the real estate industry • I fear our
congregation may be taken advantage of • It is not in line with our mission •
Other (Please specify)
43. Has your house of worship purchased any other property in the past?
1. Yes 2. No 3. Unsure
IF YES: When did the purchase occur? And what was purchased?
IF UNSURE: Are you able to provide follow-up information to confirm?

38. Which of the following statements best describes your house of worship’s
relationship to its physical space: • (A) Own building, want more space • (B) Own
building and have few to no financial or maintenance issues • (C) Own building,
experiencing financial and/or operational hardships • (D) Rent building, want
more space • (E) Rent building, conditions satisfactory • (F) Rent building,
struggling to keep space

44. Are you open to the possibility of adapting your property as a way of both
generating income and widening your reach? If so, which uses from the following
list are you open to? Please select all that apply. • Arts and entertainment •
Community center (for recreation, social services, etc.) • Affordable housing •
School • Retail • Office space • Other (Please specify)

**Depending on their answer, skip directly to corresponding section of survey.

45. Are you open to reconfiguring all or part of your worship space to
accommodate
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revenue-generating activities during non-worship hours? This may include
renovations or moving permanent fixtures such as pews.
1. Yes 2. No 3. Unsure
46. Are you open to reconfiguring all or part of your worship space to
accommodate revenue-generating activities during non-worship hours? This may
include renovations or moving permanent fixtures such as pews.
1. Yes 2. No 3. Unsure
47. On a scale of “Strongly Disagree” to “Strongly Agree”, please rate your level of
agreement with the following statement:

2

3

4

50. What are your reservations, if any, to engaging in real estate activities to
preserve your house of worship? Please select all that apply: • I don’t have any
reservations • I am not familiar or educated in the real estate industry • I fear our
congregation may be taken advantage of • It is not in line with our mission •
Other (Please specify)
51. Has your house of worship purchased any other property in the past?

“Our house of worship is interested in pursuing affordable housing development
as a way to generate revenue.”
1

• Selling land to a developer • Leasing a portion of your building • Partnering with
a developer to build affordable housing • Partnering with non-profit
organizations, i.e. leasing space to a mission-driven organizations. • Opening up
space for event rentals (film, arts, meetings, etc.) • Operating a mission-driven
revenue generating business • Renting space to another congregation •
Partnering with organizations to secure resources for operational needs.

1. Yes 2. No 3. Unsure
5

IF YES: When did the purchase occur? And what was purchased?

StronglyDisagree Disagree Neither Agree-Nor-Disagree Agree StronglyAgree

IF UNSURE: Are you able to provide follow-up information to confirm?

YOU SAY: This concludes our survey. Do you have any questions for us regarding
anything we spoke about?

52. Are you open to the possibility of adapting your property as a way of both
generating income and widening your reach? If so, which uses from the following
list are you open to? Please select all that apply. • Arts and entertainment •
Community center (for recreation, social services, etc.) • Affordable housing •
School • Retail • Office space • Other (Please specify)

(IF YES: Answer their questions)
Thank you for taking the time to speak with us today. We greatly value your
feedback as it will be used to help congregations like yours persevere in New York
City. If we need to contact you for any follow-up information, may we do so?
Have a great day!

53. Are you open to reconfiguring all or part of your worship space to
accommodate revenue-generating activities during non-worship hours? This may
include renovations or moving permanent fixtures such as pews.

END.

1. Yes 2. No 3. Unsure

(B) OWN BUILDING, FEW TO NO MAINTENANCE ISSUES

54. On a scale of “Strongly Disagree” to “Strongly Agree”, please rate your level of
agreement with the following statement:

47. Have you considered selling your building or redeveloping it?
IF NO: Would you like any resources that would inform you about real estate
sales and redevelopment?
IF YES: Have you entered the pre-development process? For reference, the
predevelopment process refers to the initial stage of a development project where
your building’s physical and financial status are assessed along with market
research, and it also includes the permitting process.
48. Have you ever been approached by a developer with an offer?
49. Are you open to any of the below avenues of income to support your house of
worship?
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“Our house of worship is interested in pursuing affordable housing development
as a way to generate revenue.”
1

2

3

4

5

StronglyDisagree Disagree Neither Agree-Nor-Disagree Agree StronglyAgree
55. It seems like your space is working well for you overall. To what do you
attribute this success? Have you made any organizational or space changes to
ensure this success?
56. Do you have any advice for congregations that are struggling to keep or
maintain their space? Are you interested in joining a group to provide resources
or mentorship for struggling congregations?
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YOU SAY: This concludes our survey. Do you have any questions for us regarding
anything we spoke about?
(IF YES: Answer their questions)
Thank you for taking the time to speak with us today. We greatly value your
feedback as it will be used to help congregations like yours persevere in New York
City. If we need to contact you for any follow-up information, may we do so?
Have a great day!

62. Are you open to the possibility of adapting your property as a way of both
generating income and widening your reach? If so, which uses from the following
list are you open to? Please select all that apply. • Arts and entertainment •
Community center (for recreation, social services, etc.) • Affordable housing •
School • Retail • Office space • Other (Please specify)
63. Are you open to reconfiguring all or part of your worship space to
accommodate revenue-generating activities during non-worship hours? This may
include renovations or moving permanent fixtures such as pews.
1. Yes 2. No 3. Unsure

END.
(C) OWN BUILDING, EXPERIENCING FINANCIAL AND/OR OPERATIONAL
HARDSHIPS

64. Are you open to reconfiguring all or part of your worship space to
accommodate revenue-generating activities during non-worship hours? This may
include renovations or moving permanent fixtures such as pews.

57. Have you considered selling your building or redeveloping it?

1. Yes 2. No 3. Unsure

IF NO: Would you like any resources that would inform you about real estate
sales and redevelopment?

65. On a scale of “Strongly Disagree” to “Strongly Agree”, please rate your level of
agreement with the following statement:

IF YES: Have you entered the pre-development process? For reference, the
predevelopment process refers to the initial stage of a development project where
your building’s physical and financial status are assessed along with market
research, and it also includes the permitting process

“Our house of worship is interested in pursuing affordable housing development
as a way to generate revenue.”

58. Have you ever been approached by a developer with an offer?

StronglyDisagree Disagree Neither Agree-Nor-Disagree Agree StronglyAgree

59. Are you open to any of the below avenues of income to support your house of
worship?

66. If no additional avenues for generating revenue present themselves, what will
happen? Will you be able to stay in your space? For how long?

• Selling land to a developer • Leasing a portion of your building • Partnering with
a developer to build affordable housing • Partnering with non-profit
organizations, i.e. leasing space to a mission-driven organizations. • Opening up
space for event rentals (film, arts, meetings, etc.) • Operating a mission-driven
revenue generating business • Renting space to another congregation •
Partnering with organizations to secure resources for operational needs.

YOU SAY: This concludes our survey. Do you have any questions for us regarding
anything we spoke about?

60. What are your reservations, if any, to engaging in real estate activities to
preserve your house of worship? Please select all that apply: • I don’t have any
reservations • I am not familiar or educated in the real estate industry • I fear our
congregation may be taken advantage of • It is not in line with our mission •
Other (Please specify)

1

2

3

4

(IF YES: Answer their questions)
Thank you for taking the time to speak with us today. We greatly value your
feedback as it will be used to help congregations like yours persevere in New York
City. If we need to contact you for any follow-up information, may we do so?
Have a great day!
END.

61. Has your house of worship purchased any other property in the past?

(D) RENT BUILDING, WANT MORE SPACE

1. Yes 2. No 3. Unsure

67. Are you open to any of the below avenues of income to support your house of
worship?

IF YES: When did the purchase occur? And what was purchased?
IF UNSURE: Are you able to provide follow-up information to confirm?
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• Opening up space for event rentals (film, arts, meetings, etc.) • Operating a
mission-driven revenue generating business • Sub-leasing space to non-profit
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organizations • Renting space to another congregation • Partnering with
organizations to secure resources for operational needs.
68. Has your house of worship purchased any other property in the past?
1. Yes 2. No 3. Unsure
IF YES: When did the purchase occur? And what was purchased?
IF UNSURE: Are you able to provide follow-up information to confirm?
69. Are you open to the possibility of adapting your property as a way of both
generating income and widening your reach? If so, which uses from the following
list are you open to? Please select all that apply. • Arts and entertainment •
Community center (for recreation, social services, etc.) • Affordable housing •
School • Retail • Office space • Other (Please specify)
70. Are you open to reconfiguring all or part of your worship space to
accommodate revenue-generating activities during non-worship hours? This may
include renovations or moving permanent fixtures such as pews.

1. Yes 2. No 3. Unsure
IF YES: When did the purchase occur? And what was purchased?
IF UNSURE: Are you able to provide follow-up information to confirm?
74. Are you open to the possibility of adapting your property as a way of both
generating income and widening your reach? If so, which uses from the following
list are you open to? Please select all that apply. • Arts and entertainment •
Community center (for recreation, social services, etc.) • Affordable housing •
School • Retail • Office space
75. It seems like your space is working well for you overall. To what do you
attribute this success? Have you made any organizational or space changes to
ensure this success?
76. Do you have any advice for congregations that are struggling to keep or
maintain their space? Are you interested in joining a group to provide resources
or mentorship(?) for struggling congregations?

1. Yes 2. No 3. Unsure

YOU SAY: This concludes our survey. Do you have any questions for us regarding
anything we spoke about?

71. Have you looked into finding a larger or an additional space for your
congregation? How far along in the process are you?

(IF YES: Answer their questions)

YOU SAY: This concludes our survey. Do you have any questions for us regarding
anything we spoke about?

Thank you for taking the time to speak with us today. We greatly value your
feedback as it will be used to help congregations like yours persevere in New York
City. If we need to contact you for any follow-up information, may we do so?

(IF YES: Answer their questions)

Have a great day!

Thank you for taking the time to speak with us today. We greatly value your
feedback as it will be used to help congregations like yours persevere in New York
City. If we need to contact you for any follow-up information, may we do so?

END.

Have a great day!

77. Are you open to any of the below avenues of income to support your house of
worship?

END.
(E) RENT BUILDING, SATISFACTORY CONDITIONS
72. Are you open to any of the below avenues of income to support your house of
worship?
• Opening up space for event rentals (film, arts, meetings, etc.) • Operating a
mission-driven revenue generating business • Sub-leasing space to non-profit
organizations • Renting space to another congregation • Partnering with
organizations to secure resources for operational needs.
73. Has your house of worship purchased any other property in the past?
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(F) RENT BUILDING, STRUGGLING TO KEEP SPACE

• Opening up space for event rentals (film, arts, meetings, etc.) • Operating a
mission-driven revenue generating business • Sub-leasing space to non-profit
organizations • Renting space to another congregation • Partnering with
organizations to secure resources for operational needs.
78. Has your house of worship purchased any other property in the past?
1. Yes 2. No 3. Unsure
IF YES: When did the purchase occur? And what was purchased?
IF UNSURE: Are you able to provide follow-up information to confirm?
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79. Are you open to the possibility of adapting your property as a way of both
generating income and widening your reach? If so, which uses from the following
list are you open to? Please select all that apply. • Arts and entertainment •
Community center (for recreation, social services, etc.) • Affordable housing •
School • Retail • Office space • Other (Please specify)
80. Are you open to reconfiguring all or part of your worship space to
accommodate revenue-generating activities during non-worship hours? This may
include renovations or moving permanent fixtures such as pews.
1. Yes 2. No 3. Unsure
81. If no additional avenues for generating revenue present themselves, what will
happen? Will you be able to stay in your space? For how long?
YOU SAY: This concludes our survey. Do you have any questions for us regarding
anything we spoke about?
(IF YES: Answer their questions)
Thank you for taking the time to speak with us today. We greatly value your
feedback as it will be used to help congregations like yours persevere in New York
City. If we need to contact you for any follow-up information, may we do so?
Have a great day!
END
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